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ABSTRACT OF REPORT

Reinforced concrete nuclear containment vessels would be cracked in

both the horizontal and vertical directions by an internal pressurization

caused by a loss of coolant accident in the reactor and steam suuply

system of a nuclear power plant. If an earthquake occurs simultaneously

with the loss of coolant accident some means must be found to transfer

the shear forces developed by the earthquake across the cracks. Current

design codes imply that inclined reinforcement needs to be used in highly

seismic areas to transfer these forces across the cracks. The inclined

steel is expensive to form and decreases the quality of the concrete

because of the congestion of steel reinforcing bars. The plausibility of

an alternative design which utilizes the combination of dowel action of

the longitudinal reinforcement and the shear transfer capacity of the

horizontal cracks is studied in this report. The effects of the vertical

cracks are not considered.

The results of tests performed to investigate the shear transfer

characteristics of cracks are shown and discussed. These test results

are used as input to a finite element mdel which was used to study the

shear stress distribution at cracks.

A computer program was developed which incorporated these experimen-

tal and analytical results into the seismic analysis of a cracked rein-

forced concrete containment vessel. Since the shear transfer mechanism

of the cracks was found to be nonlinear this program is a nonlinear seismic

analysis program. Soil-structure interaction is included in the analysis.

A synthetic earthquake generated from response spectra given in NRC 1.60

was used as the base acceleration in all the com~uter nlDS. The effects

of not including the horizontal cracks and changing the stiffness of the

.
to.



underlying soil are studied.

A linear seismic analysis which yields results giving a least squares

fit to the nonlinear results for the synthetic earthquake was also devel

oped.

It is felt that the 'shear transfer capabilities of the combination

of cracked concrete and reinforcement orthogonal to the cracks can ade

quately resist the shear forces developed by design earthquakes normally

used in containment vessel design. Hence, it should be possible to eliminate

or greatly reduce the inclined reinforcing steel currently used in most

containments to carry seismic shear forces. A final recommendation on

this important design question can be made after suitable experiments are

conducted on reinforced concrete specimens subjected to combined biaxial

tension and cyclic shear.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Nuclear Containment Vessels

The heart of a nuclear power station is the nuclear reactor and its

steam supply system. Of equal importance, for reasons of safety, is the

containment vessel which houses the reactor along with its steam supply

system components (see Figure 1.1). The purposes of the containment are

to prevent leakage of radioactive substances to the outside environment

and to support the structures and equipment connected to it. The vessel

shown in Figure 1.1 is typical of the large reinforced concrete contain

ment vessels now used in pressurized water reactors. It consists of a

large cylindrical shell (4 1/2 feet thick) with a hemispherical head,

resting on a circular foundation. The containment vessel volume must be

able to dissipate the energy released during a loss of coolant accident

in the reactor. This accident creates an internal pressure which stresses

the containment vessel. The containment vessel shell must be able to

transmit these and all other forces down to the foundation mat. In

concrete containment vessels a 1/4 to 3/8 inch steel liner is attached

to the inner surface of the shell to prevent leakage. This liner per

forms no load carrying function but must be able to undergo the strains

which are imposed on it by the concrete shell wall.

-1-
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Since the containment vessel is of great importance to nuclear

safety, it must be able to maintain its structural integrity during an

earthquake. This means that a material failure which could cause radio

active leakage should not occur in the steel liner.. One of the design

conditions for the containment combines the internal pressure from a loss

of coolant accident acting simultaneously with the dead weight of the

containment vessel and the Safe S~utdown EarthquaKe (SSE). The Safe

Shutdown Earthquake, as defined by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC), is considered to be the "earthquake which produces the vibratory

ground motion for which structures, systems and components important to

safety are designed to remain functional." The horizontal design

response spectra, given in the NRC Regulatory Figure Guide 1.60 as "the

spectra representing the effects of the vibratory motion of the SSE,"

is shown in Figure 1.3.

Because concrete has little tensile strength, the internal pres

surization will cause cracks in the containment in both the horizontal

and vertical (principal) directions (see Figure 1.2). Both prestressed

steel tendons and normal reinforcing steel are being used in concrete

containment vessels. There is little or no cracking in prestressed

vessels. However, the construction of these prestressed vessels is

expensive because of the difficulty of prestressing in the circumferential

direction. Only reinforced concrete containments will be discussed in

this investigation. Presently most reinforced concrete vessel walls

have steel not only in the two principal directions but also in directions

inclined ± 45° from these principal directions. This inclined steel is

designed to transfer the SSE inertial shearing forces across the cracks

in the vessel wall. In a cylindrical wall, inclined bars will form a
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series of helixes. These continuously curved bars are very expensive

to form and cause congestion problems during construction. If a design

could be developed which eliminates these inclined bars, lower construc

tion costs and improved concrete quality (because of reduced congestion

of reinforcing bars) would result. If the orthogonal steel in the prin

cipal directions were assumed to carry shear across the cracks by dowel

action and if the cracks themselves have shear transfer capability then

a design could be formulated that does not rely on inclined steel. The

earthquake shearing forces would then be carried to the foundation by

a combination of dowel action of the vertical reinforcing bars and by

the shear transfer capacity of the horizontal cracks.

1.2 Scope of this Investigation

The central purpose of this investigation is to study the feasi

bility of the above proposal for eliminating or reducing inclined steel

in concrete containment vessels. Chapter 2 deals with the phenomenon

of shear transfer across cracks in concrete. The results of tests

which give the load-displacement behavior of the shear transfer mechanism

of cracked concrete blocks (with internal reinforcing bars to include

dowel action) are shown and discussed. The distribution of shear

stresses at horizontal cracks is studied through use of a finite element

model. The maximum shear stress is an important design parameter because

a high shear stress could cause a diagonal tension failure or dowel

splitting in the containment vessel wall.

In Chapter 3 a lumped mass model of the containment vessel shown in
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Figure.l.l is developed for linear seismic analysis. The effects of

including rotational degrees of freedom in the analysis are discussed.

A computer program which performs linear seismic analysis (modal analysis)

is developed. Soil~Structure Interaction is added to the model in

Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the cracks caused by internal pressurization

are included in the seismic analysis of the containment vessel. Since

the load-displacement behavior of these cracks is nonlinear (as shown

in Chapter 2) the seismic analysis becomes nonlinear. The modeling of

the crack stiffness is discussed along with the analytical tools which

are required to perform the nonlinear analysis. The computer program

developed to perform nonlinear analysis is then used with the lumped

mass model of the containment vessel shown in Figure 1.1 for a time

history of ground accelerations corresponding to the NRC response spec

trum of Figure 1.3. Soil-Structure Interaction is included in this

model. Three different runs which correspond to three different stiff

nesses of the underlying soil are made. The modal analysis program of

Chapter 3 is input with the same ground accelerations and the results of

the linear and nonlinear analyses are compared. System identification

is used to obtain a linear model which produces results which "best fit"

the results of the nonlinear analysis. Chapter 6 states the main con

clusions of this investigation and proposes future work which relates to

this topic.

1.3 Design Philosophy

The design of reinforced concrete containment vessels is governed
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by Section III Division 2 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code [14].

The load combination of interest is the extreme environmental load. This

load combination is

1.0 D + 1.0 L + 1.0 T + 1.0 E + 1.0 P
o ss v

(1. 1)

where D, L, T , E and P are the dead, live, temperature, SSE ando ss v

external pressure loads, respectively. For the containment the only

live load is the internal pressure due to the loss of coolant accident

(LOCA). P and T are not included here because they are unknown.v 0

The allowable membrane compression stress in the concrete is .60 fl
c

where fl is the compressive strength of the concrete (normally fl - 4 Ksic c

for containment vessels). Concrete tensile strength is neglected. The

allowable tangential shear stress is dependent upon p, the reinforcement

ratio:

v
c

12,000 p p :s .01 (1. 2a)

v = 93 + 2,700 P
c

.01 :s;: P ::; .025. (1. 2b)

v is the maximum tangential shear stress (in psi) which may be carried
c

by the concrete. v may not exceed 160 psi.
c

p is taken as the lesser of

the reinforcement ratios in the meridional and circumferential directions.

The design yield strength of the steel reinforcement cannot exceed

60,000 psi. The average tension and compression stresses must not

exceed .9 f , where f is the tensile yield strength of the reinforcing
y y

bars.
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According the ASME Section III [14], if v (the nominal design shear
u

stress) is greater than v , then the following reinforcement shall bec

provided:

(1) The meridional and circumferential reinforcement shall

be designed to resist 1.5 times the shear force corresponding

to v in addition to the membrane forces which result fromc

the LOCA.

(2) The excess shear force corresponding to (v - v )
u c

shall be resisted by inclined reinforcement.

The steel liner is designed on the basis of allowable tensile and

compressive strains. The ASME code states that for extreme environmental

loads E
sc

.002 and E: = .001 where E is the allowable liner com-
st sc

pressive strain and Est is the allowable liner tensile strain. The

anchors which attach the liner to the concrete containment are spaced

at about 20 inches. The allowable relative displacement between the

anchors that is commonly used in design is .1 inch.



Chapter 2

SHEAR TRANSFER IN NUCLEAR CONTAINMENT VESSELS

2.1 Cracks in Nuclear Containment Vessels

Current design criteria specify that the nuclear containment vessel

must be able to withstand the simultaneous occurrence of a design basis

accident which would give rise to internal pressurization and a strong

motion (SSE) earthquake. The internal pressure creates tension forces

in both the longitudinal and circumferential directions while the earth

quake causes inertial forces which in turn cause shearing forces and

bending moments in the vessel. These forces and moments must be trans

ferred across the horizontal and vertical cracks in the reinforced

concrete caused by pressurization. Clearly the crack patterns, crack

widths and spacings are important. Crack widths (caused by internal

pressurization) vary from .01 to .015 inches. Horizontal cracks with

regular spacings throughout the vessel will be assumed. The possible

effects of vertical cracks will be discussed later in this chapter and

in Chapter 5. It has been found from tests at Cornell University [1,2]

and elsewhere that a mechanism exists which makes it possible to transfer

shear force across cracks in concrete. This mechanism is called inter

face shear transfer (1ST) or aggregate interlock. The effect of the

shearing stiffness of these cracks on the shear stress distribution in

-7-
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the vessel is studied in this chapter. The maximum shear stresses may

then be found once the shear forces acting at each section are known.

2.2 Interface Shear Transfer

Several types of tests have been conducted at Cornell to determine

the behavior of 1ST in concrete [1]. Some of these tests were used

solely to investigate 1ST, with no reinforcing bars crossing the crack

plane. Other test specimens had internally embedded reinforcing bars

and had a greased plate inserted at the crack plane so that the only

shear stiffness was produced by dowel action. Still other specimens

had internal bars crossing the crack plane and thus included the effects

of both dowel action and 1ST. The early tests which included both 1ST

and dowel action were done on the testing setup shown in Figure 2.1.

This "beam-type" specimen was loaded by two beams, one above and one

below the concrete specimen. When the positive (+) rollers were used

the shear diagram is as shown. The shear loading direction could be

reversed by use of the negative (-) rollers. All beam specimens had

a single #14 bar located in the middle of the 15 in. x 15 in. specimen.

This longitudinal bar was stressed until a crack occurred in the specimen

at mid-length of the specimen. Unfortunately, there were variations in

the width of this crack due to the self-weight of the beam and the axial

tensioning system. With the tension held constant, fully reversing

shear loads were applied. The 15th cycle load-slip curve for the beam

specimen with the most uniform initial crack width is shown in Figure 2.2

(curve F). The load history was: cycles 1 - 15 at ± 100 psi shear,
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cycles 16 - 2S at ± 125 psi and cycles 26 - 30 at ± 150 psi. Curve F is

for an initial crack width (rCW) of .03 inches and an axial tension at

28 ksi. The tension in the bars was maintained through the test to model

the stress which occurs in the longitudinal bars of a containment due to

internal pressurization. By this time the shearing stiffness for small

slippage has decreased from the early cycle stiffness because of the

degradation of the contact surface due to the 15 load cycles. When the

slip increases in the 15th cycle the stiffness increases also. This is

caused by an increased overriding action at the crack plane. This over

riding increases the axial force in the reinforcing bar which in turn

increases frictional resistance. Thus each load increment must overcome

greater frictional resistance and the load-slip curves are upward

curving after the low initial stiffness. The seating against the concrete

of the reinforcing bar also increases the stiffness with increasing slip.

Curve F will be used as the input for 1ST + dowel stiffness for the

remainder of this chapter.

2.3 Shear Stress Distributions

The shearing stiffness of the cracks (due to the 1ST mechanism) may

affect the shear stress distribution in the containment vessel. A con

tainment vessel after internal pressurization is shown in Figure 2.3. If

no cracks were present and the concrete was assumed to remain elastic

the sinusoidal shear stress distribution shown in Figure 2.5 is found.

The presence of the cracks may change the shear stress distribution as

shown by the dashed line in Figure 2.6. The increase in shear stress
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(over the elastic distribution) near ~ = 00 is due to the behavior shown

in the Figure 2.2. Curve F shows that the crack stiffness increases with

increasing slip. Since the greatest slip occurs at ~ = 00 the stiffness

is greatest here. A large stiffness concentration for low values of ~

could cause higher shear stresses to occur for these values of ~ than

would be predicted by Figure 2.5.

The shear stress distribution in a section of the cracked cylinder

will be found using the linear analysis program SAP IV [3]. It will be

assumed that the stiffness of all of the cracks In the vessel can be

characterized by curve F in Figure 2.2. While the initial crack width,

axial stress and reinforcing percentage may be different in the actual

vessel it is felt that the ratio of the high stiffness to the initial

low stiffness of these curves will not change drastically with variations

in these parameters. This ratio is the most important influence of the

cracks on shear stress distribution. The bilinear idealization of curve

F is shown in Figure 2.4.

The SAP IV model of the cracked cylindrical section is shown in

Figure 2.7. Only the horizontal cracks are included in this model. The

effects of the vertical cracks will be discussed later. Three horizontal

cracks occur in the cylindrical section and these are modeled by the

truss elements 1 - 27. It was felt that at least three crack layers

were required to significantly affect the sinusoidal shear stress distri

bution. The horizontal crack spacing used in this model is 10 feet.

This spacing was used to achieve nearly square flat shell finite elements

(see next paragraph). This improves the results obtained from these

elements. The stiffness of truss elements 1 - 27 will be the slope of

either lines 1 or 2 in Figure 2.4. The length of each truss element (L t )
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is

(2.1)

The cross-sectional area (At) of elements 1 - 27 is taken as 1/9 x the

total cross-sectional area of the quarter cylinder

At = -91 X(7T (720
2

) (48)) = 26032 in . (2.2)

Two different Young's moduli, El and E2 are chosen to model the slopes

1 and 2 in the following manner:

20 x At ElAtSlope 1 = =.01 Lt

El = 251 ksi

(125 - 20) A . E
2
A

tSlope 2 t
= .01) - -L-(.016 - t

E2 = 220 ksi. (2.3)

A series of flat shell finite elements developed by Clough and

Felippa [4] which combine plate bending and plane stress behavior are

used to model the quarter shell. This element uses four compatible

triangles which each use the constant strain triangle and the LCCT9

element to represent the membrane and bending behavior, respectively.

The LCCT9 element is based on a cubic displacement formulation for the

transverse displacement which gives linearly varying moment fields (thus

the name Linear Curvature Compatible Triangles with 3 degrees of freedom
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at each node). These four triangles are combined to form a rectangle

with a central node along with the four corner nodes. The six degrees

of freedom associated with this central node are condensed out at the

element formulation level. The resulting quadrilateral element has

twenty-four degrees of freedom, i.e., six degrees of freedom per node in

the global coordinate system. The thin shell elements model elastic

uncracked concrete and have the appropriate Young's modulus (3640 ksi)

and Poisson's ratio (.17).

Since only one-quarter of the shell is being modeled, certain

boundary conditions must be used to adequately model the behavior of

the full cross-section. The shear force V is assumed to act in the

direction of the global Z-axis (see Figure 2.7). This means that the

Z-axis must be a line of symmetry. To insure this, the X displacement

and rotations about the Y and Z axes are deleted for nodes 1 - 8. For

kinematic stability the Z displace~ent at node 8 is also deleted. The

support reactions that were developed due to this deletion were negligible

so that shear stress distribution in the cylinder was not affected. The

vertical displacements in the direction of the global Y-axis were deleted

for nodes 73 - 80. This nodal line represents the neutral axis of the

cylindrical cantilever beam so no vertical displacements should exist

along this line if bending only is considered.

The SAP IV model was loaded incrementally by imposing nodal loads

at the top nodes 73, 65, 57, 49, 41, 33, 25, 17, 9, 1. Equal but oppo

site loads were imposed on nodes 80, 72, 64, 56, 48, 40, 32, 24, 16, 8.

The idea was to ex@uine the shear stress distribution at the central

crack (elements 10 - 18) to see what changes from the original distri

bution had occurred due to the top two cracks. The original shear stress
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distribution at the top nodes was assumed to be the elastic distribution

for a beam of cylindrical cross-section. This distribution is shown in

Figure 2.6 with T = 1.0 psi. The shear area is A/2, where A is themax

cross-sectional area. The nodal loads are arrived at by computing work

equivalent forces which correspond to this elastic shear stress. Since

the displacements which correspond to the shear stress are linear, the

work equivalent forces at node i are computed according to the following

equation:

¢.+5°

Pzi t 1..:50
T (¢) cos¢ R d¢c

1

¢.+5°

P
xi t J•.:5 0

T (ep) sinep R d<j> (i 1, 9, 17, 25, 33,
c

1 41, 49, 57, 65, 73)

T (<j» = T cos¢max

V 2V (2.4)T = = A:max Shear Area

The incremental loading procedure used will be described by reviewing

some of the typical load steps that were used and the stiffness changes

which occurred after each of the load steps. The result of the first

load step is shown in Figure 2.8. Since all of the cracked elements

(truss elements 1 - 27) had Young's modulus El the cylinder acted as in

the usual uncracked elastic manner with the SAP IV results being almost

exactly the same as the elastic (T = 1 cos<j» distribution. Note that

the maximum stress (which occurs in bars 1, 10 and 19 which correspond

to <j> = 5°) is 20 psi. This means that the actual SAP IV results, which
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were based on a maximum shear stress (T ) loading of 1 psi, have beenmax

scaled up by a factor of 20 so that the most highly stressed bars (1, 10,

19) will be at the break point in the shear-slip curve (Figure 2.5).

Since the expected elastic shear stress distribution was obtained in the

SAP IV model the boundary conditions discussed above would seem to be

verified. In the second load step (Figure 2.9) bars 1, 10 and 19 had

the high E2 Young's modulus while the rest of the bars remained at E
l

.

The loading corresponding to 1 cos~ distribution will stress bars 2, 11

and 20 to .6 psi (see Figure 2.9). Adding this to the 19.4 psi in these

bars from the first load step produces a total of 20 psi which now puts

these bars at the stiffness break point. For the next load step bars

1, 2, 10, 11, 19 and 20 will have the high modulus E2. The load incre-

ments continue in this manner, with each successive bar along the crack

being loaded until it reaches the stiffness break point. From there on

this bar will have the modulus E2. The remaining load steps (shown in

Table 2.1) continue in this manner. Total stresses are obtained by

simple addition of the results from each load step. The shear stress

distributions from each load step are shown in Figures 2.8 - 2.16.

The stiffness change from the last stiff bar to the first flexible

bar always causes a stress concentration at the last stiff bar. The

magnitude of this stress concentration varies for the different load

steps but the distortion from the elastic distribution is quite evident

except for the run with bars 1 - 7 stiff, whi ch is to be expected. The

maximum stress ratio (maximum inelastic stress to maximum elastic stress)

is approximately 1.7 and occurs with bars 1 and 2 stiff. While there

are large stress concentrations in the individual load steps, these

concentrations cancel each other out when total stresses after each load
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step are computed. This can be seen from Figure 2.17 where the deviations

from the elastic distribution of total stresses is very small. The

reason for this is that the load steps with the highest stress concen

trations (steps 2 - 6) are very small load steps with the maximum deviation

from the elastic distribution being only 3 psi in step 6 (Figure 2.13).

Therefore, the maximum shear stress distribution does not change appre

ciably from the elastic distribution shown in Figure 2.6 when the non

linear action of 1ST is included. The elastic shear area of A/2 may

then be used at the cracks.

During an earthquake the overturning moment caused by inertial

forces may cause the crack width to change. If the crack were to close

completely over some portion of its circumference then this would be

the source of a large stiffness concentration which may alter the shear

stress distribution. In section 5.5 it is shown that for a total

unbonded length at the crack of 2.5 inches the change in crack width is

small compared to the initial crack width. Therefore the shear stress

distribution is not significantly altered from the sinusoidal distribu

tion. The unbonded length of 2.5 inches was observed in tests at Cornell.

A much larger unbonded length, such as 15 inches, may cause a significant

alteration in the shear stress distribution because the crack may then

close completely. However, this (the closing of the crack) would only

occur for an extremely brief period of time and the assumption of an

unbonded length of 15 inches at the crack is far fetched.

Figure 2.3 shows that vertical cracks also exist in the containment.

These cracks may effectively decrease the flexural and shear stiffness

of the containment vessel. It is not yet known how much this stiffness

decrease might be. The effects on seismic analysis of this stiffness
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decrease will be discussed in Chapter s.



Chapter 3

LINEAR SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF A CONTAINMENT VESSEL

3.1 Idealization of the Containment Shell Vessel

A seismic analysis of the containment shell must be performed to

obtain the forces and deformations caused by the SSE which are required

in design. The current practice is to use a linear model for seismic

analysis which does not take into account the cracks in the vessel wall.

The dynamic structural model which is used in seismic analysis attempts

to model the real structure (in this case the containment vessel of a

nuclear power plant) with a finite number of discrete node points. The

number of nodes used in a dynamic analysis is normally much less than

would be used in a static analysis of the same structure. The best

rationalization for the inexactness of the dynamic model is that the

earthquake loading itself is a totally random occurrence with character

istics which cannot be accurately predicted. Clearly there is no point

in developing a highly refined dynamic model when the loadings are

uncertain because of the random nature of earthquakes.

In this chapter a linear dynamic model of the containment shown in

Figure 1.1 will be developed. The results from this model will be com

pared with the results of the nonlinear model (which includes the effects

of cracking) developed in Chapter 5.

-17-
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The equations of motion for a structure undergoing ground accelera-

tions are

[M] {ti} + [e] {u} + [K] {u} - [M] {x }
g (3.1)

where ii, ii, u and xg are the relative acceleration, relative ve loci ty,

relative displacement and ground acceleration, respectively. These

quantities are shown in Figure 3.1 where

LuJ (3.2)

The relative displacements u. are related to the total displacements x.
1 1

by

u. = X.
1 1

x
g

i = 1. ... 5 (3.3)

where x is the ground displacement. The rotational degrees of freedom
g

61, ... 65 will be included in this analysis so [M], [e] and [K] in (3.1)

will be 10 x 10 matrices. Later in this chapter the effects of dropping

the rotational degrees of freedom will be studied.

In Figure 3.2 the actual containment vessel and the dynamic model

are shown. The lumped mass method is used to model the containment.

The 120 ft. cylinder is broken up into four equal segments with mass of

M and mass moment of inertia of Ic mc
3

.150 k/ft .

The density of the concrete is

M
c

2n x 69.75 x 4.5 x 120 x .15
4 x 386.4 22.967 k-sec2/in (3.3a)
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[R2 (L )2]c 1 c 6 2 .
Mc -2- + 3" 4 = 8.293 x 10 k-sec -1n (3. 3b)

M and I are the values of the lumped masses at nodes 2 - 5 in Figure 3.2.c mc

The hemispherical head is modeled by node 1. Node 1 is located at the

center of gravity of the head (Rs/2 above the bottom of the head). The

mass (M ) and mass moment of inertia (I taken about the CG) of thes ms

spherical head are

M =s

22rr x 68. 75 x 2.5 x .15 2
386 = 28.822 k-sec lin (3.4a)

I = ~ M R 2
ms 3 s s

'Is (R2s )2 --~ 8.174 x 106 k-sec2-in (3.4b)

The mass matrix [M] for a lumped mass representation is always a diagonal

matrix. The diagonal members of [M] for the model shown in Figure 3.2

are

(3.5)

I ms
M

c
I mc

M
c

I
m~

The stiffness matrix [K] in equation (3.1) is based on the shear

beam element stiffness matrix (see Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1). This

reflects the assumption that the containment vessel acts as a vertical
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cantilever beam with a thin walled cylindrical cross-section. The

validity of this assumption is discussed in [8]. For concrete typical

values of Young's modulus and the shear modulus are E = 3640 ksi and

G = 1540 ksi. I and A are the moment of inertia and shear area of the
s

beam.
3For the cylindrical beam segments I = TIR t and A = TIR t .c c s c c

The shear area is one-half the cross-sectional area, since the concrete

is assumed to behave elastically. For the beam segment which models

the hemispherical head average values of A and I are computed in the
s

following manner:

Asl
TIR t x 412.5

+ TIR t x 180
= s s 592.5 c c 592.5

Asl 97270 in2 (3.6a)

JTI/6 2
cos <P d<P

II nR \ o x 412.5 3 180
= + TIR t

s s l TI
/

6 592.5 c c 592.5
d<P

0

II 6.7064 x 1010 in4
(3.6b)

The global stiffness matrix [K] (see Table 3.2) is formed directly by

simple addition of terms which correspond to the same degree of freedom.

The damping matrix [C] is the most difficult part of the model to

define. In this analysis [C] will be based on the ratio of critical

damping which occurs in each mode of vibration. This will be explained

further in the next section on modal analysis.
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3.2 Modal Analysis

In modal analysis the first step taken is the calculation of the

natural frequencies and mode shapes of the idealized model. This corres

ponds to the solution of the undamped free vibration problem, which may

be stated as

[M] {ti} + [K] {u} = {OJ. (3. 7)

We now assume a harmonic solution for the displacement {u} in the form

{u} = {<p} sinwt

(3.8)

Substituting (3.8) into (3.7) we find that there are ten possible values

of the frequency wand ten associated eigenvectors L<pJ which satisfy

(3.7). The modal matrix [A] is made up of these ten eigenvectors.

It may be shown [11] that the following relationships are true:

[A] T [M] [A] = [I] = [M]

[A] T [C] [A] = [C]

[A] T [K] [A] = [E]

(3.9)

(3. lOa)

(3. lOb)

(3. IOc)
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where [I] is the identity matrix and [E] is a diagonal matrix containing

2 2wI .... w
lO

on the diagonal. In this formulation the eigenvectors

have been orthonormalized with respect to the mass matrix. [C] is a

diagonal matrix only if [C] is proportional to the stiffness and/or the

mass matrix:

Equation (3.1) may now be written as ten uncoupled equations:

(3.11)

Ck = 1 ..... 10) (3.l2a)

{q} = [A] {u}

= _ [A] T {x }.
g

(3.l2b)

(3.l2c)

Equation (3.12a) represents the contribution of the kth mode to the

motion of the 10 dof system and is completely uncoupled as far as (3.11)

holds. The coefficients a l and a 2 can be used to get only two different

values of modal damping. In this treatment a constant damping ratio

wi 11 be used for all modes. For nuclear containment vessels, the commonly

used value is about 5%.

= .05 (for all k). (3.13)

Equation (3.l2a) now becomes
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(3.14)

The computer program MODAL (source listing in Appendix A) has been

developed to do modal analysis. The Jacobi method [11] is used to find

frequencies and mode shapes. The Newmark S method [11] is used to inte-

grate the uncoupled equations of motion (3.14).

3.3 Rotational Degrees of Freedom

The linear dynamic analysis program MODAL was tested and verified

through use of the dynamic capabilities of SAP IV [3]. The test earth-

The idealizedquake (ground accelerations xg) is shown in Figure 3.4.

structural model used is that shown in Figure 3.2. The results from

both SAP IV and MODAL for the displacement of the top mass (defined as

u l ) are given by curve 1 in Figure 3.5, the small differences between

the two analyses not being discernible with the scale used.

It is standard procedure in dynamic analysis to eliminate rotational

degrees of freedom. This can be done by using anyone of a number of

condensation methods or by dropping all terms in the stiffness and mass

matrices which are associated with rotational degrees of freedom. Con-

densation procedures require that a matrix be inverted each time the

stiffness matrix is set up. It would be expensive to use one of these

condensation methods in a nonlinear analysis since it would require

finding the inverse of a 5 x 5 matrix every time a stiffness change was

encountered. A much simpler method would be to drop out rotational

degrees of freedom from the model and subject this new model to the test
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earthquake. Curve 2 in Figure 3.5 shows the effects of dropping the

rotational degrees of freedom. Clearly the model is significantly

stiffer than the model corresponding to curve 1. This can be seen quite

clearly in Table 3.3. The first column shows the natural frequencies

obtained when the rotational degrees of freedonl are included.

Colunm 2 gives the frequencies obtained by dropping the rotational

degrees of freedom. A comparison of the fundamental frequencies shows

that the 5 DOF model has a fundamental frequency which is 25% higher

than the 10 DOF model. Curve 2 shows that this increase in stiffness

affects the motion of the top mass significantly for the base motion

shown in Figure 3.4. However, it must be noted that this base motion is

of extremely short duration (.25 seconds) and means nothing as far as

design requirements g? The NRC response spectra shown in Figure 1.3

is the basis of seismic design of containment vessels (see Introduction).

This figure shows that the frequencies of 6.0 cps and 7.5 cps occur in

a flat region of the graph for the spectral acceleration. For a maximum

base acceleration of 1.0 g both frequencies correspond to a spectral

acceleration of about 3.5 g (for 5% critical damping). The maximum

displacements for 6.0 cps and 7.5 cps are 1.0 inches and .5 inches,

respectively. This would seem to indicate that dropping the rotational

degrees of freedom will give forces and moments which are acceptable but

will underestimate the maximum displacements by about 50%. This is borne

out by the results of the test case since the maximum base shears were

fairly close for the two models (.139 ksi for the 5 DOF model and .159 ksi

for the 10 DOF model). Since the time history of displacements is of

great importance it is concluded that rotational degrees of freedom should

be included in the seismic analysis of a containment vessel. Rotational
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degrees of freedom will be included in the rest of this study.



Chapter 4

SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION

4.1 Introduction

If a seismograph were placed in an area in which no buildings were

located the time history of the ground movements obtained would be the

"free fieldll accelerations. Normally, the flexible multistory buildings

built in this country do not have sufficient stiffness and mass to affect

these free field accelerations. If a seismic analysis were to be per-

formed on one of these buildings it would usually be sufficient to use

the free field accelerations as the base accelerations defined as x in
g

the previous chapter. However, a nuclear containment vessel is much

stiffer than most multistory buildings. If the containment vessel is

at least as stiff as the underlying soil then the inertial forces developed

during an earthquake will cause local deformations in the soi I in the

area of the foundation. These local soil deformations may alter the

free field motion considerably. The degree of alteration depends on the

relative stiffness and mass ratios between the structure and the soil.

Naturally if the structure is much stiffer than the soil the local foun-

dation base motion may be quite different from the free field motion.

This change in motion at the soil-structure interface is called soil-

structure interaction. Soil-structure interaction should be differentiated

-26-
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from soil amplification.

Soil amplification is the effect of local soil conditions on the

seismic waves produced by an earthquake. The effect may be one of

amplification, attenuation or filtering of the underlying "base rock"

motions. In Figure 4.1 the base rock motion is shown as ~l' the free

field motions (which occur a large distance from the containment) are

~2 and ground accelerations at the base of the foundation (taking into

account soil amplification and soil-structure interaction) are x3.

4.2 Brief Summary of Seismic Waves

The underlying causes of earthquakes are not yet well known. The

most widely accepted theory at this time is the elastic rebound theory

developed by H. F. Reid following the San Francisco earthquake of 1906.

Reid's study of the large shear displacements along the San Andreas

faul t led him to conclude that the vibrational energy of earthquakes

originates from the release of accumulated strain in the earth's crust.

These strains are caused by the movement of large crustal plates. In

the case of the San Andreas fault this movement is a counterclockwise

rotation of the Pacific basin crustal plates relative to the North

Averican continental land mass [11]. The strain release is a sudden

shearing fracture.

The wave systems which result from this fracture are what actually

cause the surface vibratory motion. It can be shown [5] by using the

~hree dimensional wave equations that in an unbounded isotropic solid

on~ two types of elastic wave may be propagated. These waves are called
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the irrotational (P-waves) and equivoluminal (S-waves) waves. The

velocities of the P-waves (C l ) and S-waves (C 2) are

C
l

=1./0. + 2G)jp
L s

C2 =1./GiP;. (4.1)

AL is Lame's constant, G is the shear modulus and psis the density of the

medium through which the waves travel. Clearly the P-waves travel faster

than the S-waves through all media. When there is a bounding surface,

surface waves also occur. It can be shown that these surface waves

(one type is Rayleigh waves) decay rapidly with depth of the medium but

show much less amplitude decay than P-waves or S-waves at the surface

boundary. The surface motion contains both vertical and horizontal

(parallel to wave direction) components. They travel with a velocity

(CR) slightly less than that of the S-waves. For V (Poisson's ratio)

.25, CR = .9194 CI .

Seismographic records show that earthquakes may be broken down into

two stages. These are the preliminary tremor and main shock. The pre-

liminary tremor consists of two phases, which correspond to the arrival

of first the P-waves and then the S-waves through the interior body of

the earth. The main shock may be broken down into three phases. In the

first two phases the movement is horizontal and transverse to the direc-

tion of wave propagation. In the third phase the horizontal movement

is in the propagation direction. The movements in the main shock are

much larger than in the preliminary tremor. Originally it was felt flat

the main shock was caused by Rayleigh waves travelling over the S1' face
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of the earth from the initial disturbance. However, the vertical compo

nent of motion is larger than the horizontal component at the surface for

Rayleigh waves. Also the horizontal motion in Rayleigh waves is in the

wave propagation direction. Thus Rayleigh waves don't explain the motion

in the first two phases of the main tremor.

Love [6] proposed that the transverse movements in the main shock

are caused by waves which travel through an outer crust of the earth

which differs in material properties from the interior. These waves,

calles Love waves, do not penetrate deeply into the interior of the earth

and because of this create large amplitude motions at large distances

from the initial disturbance. For Love waves to be confined to this

outer crust, the S-wave velocity C2 for this outer layer must be less

than C2 for the next lower layer. Love waves will not occur unless this

is true. The Love wave travels with a velocity somewhere between C2 for

the outer crust and C2 for the next lower layer. The transverse motion

in the first two phases of the main shock is then caused by Love waves.

The longitudinal motion in the third phase must then be caused by Rayleigh

waves, which travel at a speed less than C2.

4.3 Modeling of the Soil

The stiffness and damping effect of the soil will be modeled using

equivalent springs and dashpots. The values for these springs and dashpots

are found from the problem of a rigid circular footing which oscillates

on an elastic half-space. For ground motion in the horizontal direction,

"e need spring constants which correspond to the u
f

and ~f degrees of
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freedom shown in Figure 4.2. These springs are actually functions of the

load frequency, but it has been found [7] that the following frequency

independent expressions are adequate.

32 (1 - fl)Gr
K

0
= 7 - 8flu

8Gr 3

K4>
0 (4.2)= 3(1 - fl)

G and fl are the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio for the soil and K
u

and K4> are the translational and rotational spring constants shown in

Figure 4.3. Poisson's ratio varies from about .35 to .S in soils,

depending upon the degree of saturation. A value of .4 will be used in

this investigation. From various in-situ tests, typical values of the

shear wave velocity C2 may vary from about SOO fps (weak soils) to

2000 fps (rock). G is directly related to C2 by (4.1). Table 4.1 gives

values of Ku and K4> for shear velocities of 500 fps, 1200 fps and 2000

fps with fl = .4 in all cases.

In an ideal elastic half-space only geometrical damping exists.

Geometrical damping is caused by the loss of energy which occurs when

the elastic waves travel from the footing out to infinity. Calling the

translational and rotational geometric damping ratios DUG and D4>G' we

have from [7] that

.288 (7 - 8fl )mc
0 B .L

=
(B )1/2uG u 32 (1 - fl) P r 3

u s 0

.15 3(1 - fl)I f -
D4>G B ) (B ) 1/2 B<jJ 5 (4.3)

(1 + 8P s r o --<jJ <jJ
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mf and If are the mass and mass moment of inertia (calculated at the top

of the foundation) of the circular foundation. p is the density of the
s

underlying soil.

61. 74 k-sec2
lin

121 2 6 2
If = 4 Mf r o + 3 Mf t f = 12.742 x 10 k-sec -in

Yc = Unit weight of concrete = .15 K/ft 3

t f Foundation thickness = 9 ft

r = Foundation radius = 75 fto

Bu and B~ are the modified mass ratios. They essentially describe the

relationship between the mass of the foundation which undergoes either

translational or rocking motion and and effective mass of the underlying

soil. It is felt that equations (4.3) give soil damping percentages

which are too high [8].

In real soils hysteretic damping is also important. Hysteresis

occurs when loading and unloading follow different paths on the stress-

strain diagram (see Figure 4.4). In each complete loading cycle an

amount of energy equivalent to the area inside the hysteresis loop is

dissipated. Hysteresis in soils is caused by slippage between particles

and clearly is dependent upon the magnitude of maximum strain in the soil.

For SSE earthquakes (peak ground acceleration greater that .1 g) this

damping is usually taken as about 5%. The total damping ratios 0u and O~
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are then the sum of geometric and hysteretic damping.

D = D + .05u uG

D<jJG + .05 (4.4)

If the above value of mf and If are substituted into the equations for

geometric damping (4.3) estremely high values of DUG and D<jJG result (for

~ = .4, DUG = .56 and D<jJG = .14). Since the validity of equation (4.3)

is in doubt, the values of Du = .25 and D<jJ = .05 will be used in all

sUbsequent analysis. These values are recommended in [9].

The necessary additions to the global stiffness matrix are shown in

Table 4.2. The first ten rows and columns are exactly the same as in

Table 3.2. The element stiffness matrix [Kff ] contains the stiffness

contributions of the translational and rotational soil springs.

4.4 Mass and Damping Matrices for SSI

Certain changes and additions must be made in the mass, stiffness

and damping matrices described in Chapter 3 to implement the soil-structure

interaction model shown in Figure 4.3. The degrees of freedom to be

included in this analysis are

LuJ (4.5)

In (4.5) ul .,. Us and uf are displacements relative to the ground.
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8
1

'" 8
S

and ~f are total rotations. Positive sign conventions for u

are shown in Figures 3.1 and 4.2. The mass matrix [M] is now

~.822
8.174 x 106

22.967

8.293 x 106

[M] =

22.967

8.293 x 106

22.967

8.293 x 106

22.967

8.293 x 106

(4.6)

s
I

i=l

Since the lumped mass model of the containment vessel remains the same

the first 10 members of the main diagonal of [M] are the same as the

lumped masses shown in Figure 3.2. mf and If were calculated in the

previous section.

The normal method of assigning percentages of critical damping to

each mode in order to develop a damping matrix (see Chapter 3) is no

longer longer valid when the effects of soil are included in the analysis

since the soil has much more damping (normally more than 10% of critical)

than the containment vessel. The subregioned energy proportion method [lOJ

for calculating modal damping values will be used to incorporate the dif-

ferent critical damping ratios for the soil and structure into one effec-
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tive critical damping ratio for each mode. In this method, the modal

damping ratio D is
m

nm
I E. d.

i=l 1m 1
Dm Em

the weighted average of dissipated strain energy:

(4. 7)

D = modal damping factor at mth mode
m

d. = fraction of damping factor of ithmass
1

E 1 . th d= tota energy ln m mo e
m

E. = energy in i th mass in mth mode1m

nm = number of masses in analysis

E.1m
£'=l ... nm j=i ... nm no sum on m

E.1m

nm
I

i=l

~ .. = modal displacement of i th mass for jth mode
lJ

E =
m

Kg) = element stiffness of i th member connecting nodes £, and j (see

Table 3.1). The modal damping ratios thus calculated may then be used in

the program MODAL as described in Chapter 3 and the Appendix. If direct

numerical integration of the equations of motion is to be performed (as

will be done in the next chapter), then the fully populated damping matrix

[C] may be found:

[C] (4.8)

[D] is a diagonal matrix which contains the modal damping factors obtained

from (4.7).

Soil-structure interaction is included in all of the seismic analyses

discussed in the next chapter. The effects of changing the stiffness of
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the underlying soil will be studied in particular.



Chapter 5

SEISMIC ANALYSIS INCLUDING CRACKS

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the effect of including cracks in seismic analysis

will be studied. First, new 1ST test results are described. The ideali

zation of these cracks for use in the nonlinear computer program SAC is

shown. The numerical integration techniques used in SAC are described.

A synthetic time history is used as input to SAC in a parameter study

designed to study the effects of including cracks in seismic analysis and

to show the significance of varying the values of the soil springs described

in Chapter 4. Finally system identification is used to find a linear

model which can best approximate the results obtained from SAC.

5.2 Modeling of the Cracks

The circumferential (horizontal) and longitudinal (vertical) cracks

in the vessel may have a significant effect on the dynamic response of the

vessel due to the SSE. The effect of cracks on seismic analysis has been

studied previously at Cornell [15]. The important design parameters (as

described in the Introduction) which may be affected are the liner distor-
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tion and the maximum shear stress in the concrete containment vessel. For

the seismic analysis, recent 1ST test results [2] are used. In the beam

tests described in Chapter 2 the dead weight of the specimen and the axial

loading system made it difficult to achieve a uniform crack width at the

shear plane before the initiation of the cyclic shear test. In the more

recent tests, the loading setup shown in Figure 5.1 was used. An inde

pendent frame was used to tension the internal reinforcing bars. The

crack at mid-height of the block was formed by initially tensioning the

reinforcing bars. The location of the crack was set by use of a crack

iniating groove which was formed into the specimen during casting. The

shear loading was applied at the vertical beams, which could be moved up

or down to reverse the loading direction. This setup resulted in less

tilting at the crack plane and a more uniform crack width. After the

desired initial crack width was obtained by stressing the reinforcing bars,

the cyclic shear stress tests were begun.

In one of the test specimens two #14 reinforcing bars were cast into

the specimen in a plane perpendicular to the direction of loading. The

reinforcement ratio (steel area/cross-sectional area) for the block was

.0178. The reinforcement ratio for the longitudinal steel in a typical

containment vessel is .0185 (two #18's spaced at 8 inches) which is

reasonably close to this test case. Presently, no tests have been done

using #18 bars but the effects of increasing the bar diameter may be

significant. The initial crack width was .02 inches with a bar tension of

31 ksi.

The cyclic loading schedule was: 9 cycles at 110 psi on the gross

concrete area, 6 cycles at 125 psi, 11 cycles at 202 psi, 13 cycles at

260 psi and 4 cycles more at 260 psi with the bar tension increased to
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41 ksi. Each loading cycle was composed of a complete reversal of the

maximum stresses listed above. Cycles 1, 15 and 25 were loaded incremen

tally so that detai led measurements of horizontal slip, increase in crack

width and bar strains could be taken. The specimen failed during the 42nd

cycle at a stress of 230 psi. The mode of failure was a sudden brittle

splitting fracture which was due to the dowel forces in the reinforcing

bars. Figure 5.2 shows the shear stress versus horizontal slip measure

ments for the 1st, 15th and 25th cycle. The loading portion of the 1st

cycle is almost linear, while the 15th and 25th cycles show the same har

dening effects as was observed in the beam tests. After the 1st cycle

the shape and slope of the hysteresis loops were essentially the same with

only the maximum slip changing with each cycle. The maximum slip increased

at a nearly constant rate in these tests. The crack width remained nearly

constant at .02 inches until just before failure.

In the seismic analysis only the horizontal cracks will be included.

As was mentioned previously in Chapter 2, the vertical cracks may signi

ficantly affect the shear and flexural stiffness of the containment vessel.

Since only uniaxial tests have been performed at this time it is difficult

to quantitatively assess the effects of horizontal cracks. It is felt that

a decrease in the flexural stiffness of the containment is not a signifi

cant factor. Tests using the program MODAL have shown that if the flexural

stiffness of the containment vessel is reduced by one-third the fundamental

frequency changes by less than 1%. However, a large change in the shear

stiffness of the vessel would produce significant changes in the seismic

analysis. Current tests under way at Cornell include cracks in both the

horizontal and vertical directions. These tests should give quantitative

results on how much the vertical cracks affect the shear stiffness of the
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containment vessel.

The stiffness of the horizontal cracks is found from the test results

shown in Figure 5.2. To simplify the analysis these curves are idealized

in the manner shown in Figure 5.3. In this figure the data from the 25th

loading cycle and the idealization are shown. The idealization consists

of six straight lines which were drawn to model as best as possible the

slope of the hysteresis curves and the area inside the curves (energy loss/

cycle). Note that in Figure 5.3 the shear-slip curve is nonsymmetric about

the y-axis. It was felt that this was due to eccentricity in the axial

loading system and the entire hysteresis loop is moved to the left in

Figure 5.4 so that the loop is anti-symmetric about the y-axis.

In this same figure four assumptions which have not yet been experimen

tally verified are shown. Unloading from point A on line 1-2 is done along

line A-B which is parallel to line 2-3. This assumption should be correct

since the unloading stiffness remained almost constant for all cycles,

including the early cycles which only went up to 110 psi maximum shear

stress. The second assumption is that reloading from point C on line 2-3

goes along line C-D which is parallel to line 1-2. The reasoning behind

this is that the higher loading stiffness (the slope of line 1-2) is

activated when loading occurs at a shearing stress greater than the stress

at point 1 (30 psi in this case). The last assumption is also based on

this. Line E-F shows unloading from a stress greater than that at point 2

(202 psi). Reloading occurs along line F-G (parallel to line 1-2) since

the stress at point F is greater than the stress at point 1. These three

assumptions all hold true for the shear-displacement curves in the third

quadrant. The arrows in Figure 5.4 show the possible load directions

along each of the six lines. Along line 1-2 only loading occurs. Only
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unloading occurs along (or parallel to) line 2-3. Slip may occur in both

directions along lines 3-4 and 1-6. Loading in the negative direction

occurs along line 4-5 and .unloading along (or parallel to) line 5-6. Only

unloading occurs along 3-H and 6-1. As mentioned above, loading starts in

a direction parallel to line 2-3 from both these lines.

The hysteresis loops change with load cycling in the manner shown in

Figure 5.2. The idealization of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 5.6.

The first cycle of loading is assumed to be linear (for both loading and

unloading). The hysteretic behavior first appears in the second cycle

and continues through the rest of the load cycles. The slope of each of

the six line segments that compose the hysteresis loop remains the same

for all cycles. The stiffness break point is 30 psi (for loading) for

all cycles. The manner in which one cycle of loading or unloading is

defined is described in the next section.

The flexibility of the cracks must be included in the global stiffness

matrix [K]. This is done by considering the cracked cantilever beam shown

in Figure 5.7. For purposes of illustration, the element stiffness matrix

will be developed for the case of one crack in the beam, but this formu-

lation may easily be generalized to the case of N cracks in a beam. First

the deflection u l and rotation due to the loads PI and Ml are calculated.

At the crack plane the bond between the reinforcing bars and concrete is

deatroyed for a certain length. In the tests described previously the

unbonded length was about 2 inches. Since these tests were perforned on

#14 bars the unbonded length (L ) was scaled up to 18/14 x 2 = 2.5 inches
u

for use in this analysis. The linear scale factor was used because un-

bonded length is a function of the bar force/bond force ratio. The bar

force and the bonding force (per unit length) are proportional to the
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reinforcing bar area and circumference, respectively. Over the unbonded

length a conservative assumption would be that the moment of inertia is

provided only by the longitudinal reinforcement. This moment of inertia

over the unbonded length at the crack plane will be called I. Including
c

this in a moment area analysis of the cracked shear beam we find that

U
I

(L
3

L I ~1(L2 ~ PI3E I + GAs + Kc + A I 2E I + B

-- - - -1- --

6
1 (2~: + B) I (~I + c) M1

1

L
2

L
I I LL

I I
L

I I
A

u B u
C

u (5.2)=:
~ I m I- I-I I E Ic c c

where K is the crack stiffness.c

This equation is inverted to obtain

PI
L

C
L

2
BIT+ -- +2EI

1
=:

det
L2

B
L3 L I A- 2EI + 3EI + GA + r+

s c

det AL
+ - +

EI

(5.3)

(5.4)
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From equilibrium

(5.5)

(5.6)

1
= det

-(iI + c) : 2~~ + B
- - - - -1- - - - - - -

L
Z I L3 L 1

B - ZE I - LC I 6E I + BL - GA - K - A
5 C

(5. 7)

If the cracked beam element is fixed at node 1 (ul = 0, 81 0) and free

at node Z, then Uz and 8Z for the loads Pz and M
Z

are

L3 L 1 A I -(~ + B) PzUz 3EI + GA + K +
I ZEI

5 c
= - ---- -- I --- (5.8)

8Z -(2~~ + B) I L
C M2-+EI

After inversion (5.8) becomes

Pz
L

C
I L

Z
BEf+ I ZEI + U z

1 ---l (5.9)=- --- ---det

M2
L

2 I L3 L 1
A-- + B 3EI + GA + K + 82ZEI I s c
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[::) = [K22] {::}

{::} = [K12 ] {::}

From the reciprocal law we have that

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

The complete cracked beam element stiffness matrix for N equally spaced

cracks is given in Table 5.1. Formulas for A, B, C and det are also

given for N equally spaced cracks in the beam element.

The crack stiffness K is obtained from the hysteresis loops in
c

Figure 5.6. The slopes of these lines are in units of ksi/in. The

values must be multiplied by the shear area of A/2 (as was concluded in

Chapter 2) to obtain the crack stiffness K. The factor of N/K (in
c c

Table 5.1) will be changing during the seismic analysis as the shear

stress at the cracks traverses the hysteresis loops. Some method must

be devised of keeping track of where each crack is on its respective lOop.

This is discussed in the following section.

5.3 Nonlinear Seismic Analysis

A program has been written to perform seismic analysis incorporating

the effects of circumferential cracking. This program, which is named
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SAC (Seismic Analysis including Cracks, see Appendix) uses numerical inte-

gration rather than the method of normal modes used by MODAL. Since the

cracks are to be included the overall stiffness of the vessel is no longer

constant but is a function of the shearing stresses in the vessel. Because

of this direct numerical integration of the equations of motion (3.1) is

performed. The mass [M] and damping [C] matrices have been described In

Chapter 4. The element stiffness matrix shown in Table 5.1 is used in the

manner shown in Table 4.2 to obtain the global stiffness [K]. Equations

(3.1) are solved iteratively using the Newmark S method. The convergence

criterion for ending the iterations is

(5.13)

with ~Uti being the change in relative displacement from time t to time

(t + ~t) for the i
th

iteration and ~Uti+l the same quantity for the i + 1

iteration. TOL is the convergence criterion which should be .001 or less

for reasonable accuracy. The size of the time step, ~t, is critical as

far as obtaining accuracy and rapid iteration convergence. It was found

during test runs that did not include crack flexibilities that the maximum

time step where convergence could be achieved was .0025 seconds. This

time step will be used throughout this chapter also.

Stiffness changes will occur during some time steps. This is obvious

when one sees the nonlinear stiffness idealization of the cracks shown in

Figure 5.4. The SAC subroutine INHYST keeps track of where each crack

is on the hysteresis loops of Figure 5.6 and makes changes in the crack

stiffness when necessary. A time step is repeated only when the stiffness

change from line 2-3 to line 3-4 or from line 5-6 to line 6-1 occurs (see
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Figure 5.5). This is because the high velocities which occur during the

unloading from lines 2-3 and 5-6 can cause the crack slip to go far b~low

the specified slips at points 3 and 6, which causes the loop to grow much

wider than originally specified. The iteration scheme designed to prevent

this is shown in Figure 5.5. At time t, one of the cracks is at the

position marked on line 2-3 of the hysteresis loop. At time (t + ~t),

point 3 has been missed by a significant amount. The program SAC goes

back to time t, refines the time step ~t to ~t' (according to simple

linear interpolation) and computes the shear stress and crack displacement

at (t + ~tl). If the shear stress is not within a specified limit (± .05

shear3) of shear3, then another iteration using a smaller time step ~t"

is performed. This process continues until the specified limits are met.

The same procedure is used for the stiffness change between lines 5-6

(and all lines parallel to it) and for the change between lines parallel

to 2-3 and 3~4.

The changing of hysteresis loops due to cycling is shown in Figure 5.6.

All cracks start on the cycle 1 line. Once the shear stress of 30 psi is

exceeded and unloading starts the unloading proceeds along a line parallel

to line 2-3 (as shown by dashed line A-B). The 2nd cycle loop is reached

when A-B intersects line 3-4. From there on the cycles are defined in

the following manner: a cycle occurs when the shear stress across a

crack unloads from a stress of at least ± 100 psi to a stress of less

than ± 50 psi.

The lines which make up all the hysteresis loops have the same slopes.

The only difference between these loops is that the points 1 and 4 move

further away from the origin at a uniform rate as cycling proceeds. This

is confirmed by the test data described previously which showed that the
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maximum slip in each cycle increased at a fairly uniform rate (. 0001 in/

cycle). The method of changing from the 2nd cycle loop to the 3rd cycle

loop is shown in Figure 5.8. The shear at a crack on the 2nd cycle loop

has increased to above 100 psi. Unloading occurs along the dashed line

and goes below 50 psi. Since this means that the 3rd cycle has now been

reached the unloading continues along line 3'-4' of the 3rd cycle loop

instead of 3-4 of the 2nd loop. These unloading paths have not yet been

verified completely by testing but they seem to be a rational way of

explaining a complex phenomenon and are the most convenient manner of

including the effects of cycling in the program.

5.4 Input to Linear and Nonlinear Analyses

The earthquake to be used as ground motion is specified as a time

history of ground accelerations which correspond to the horizontal design

response spectrum from NRC provision 1.60 shown in Figure 1.3. A deter

ministic method described in [12] used a "spectrum-suppressing" technique

to develop a ground motion time history which corresponds to this spectrum.

This method is used to generate a base motion time history which has a

maximum ground acceleration of .4 g (typical for an SSE) and a duration

of 11.5 seconds.

Computer Run 1 makes use of the linear model described in Chapter 3.

The member properties and lumped masses are given in Figure 3.2. The

element and global stiffness matrices are given in Tables 3.1 and 4.1.

The mass matrix is given in Table 5.6. The soil springs used are those

given for the medium stiffness soils shown in Table 4.2. The damping
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matrix is found using the method described in Chapter 4 with the critical

damping percentages recommended there. Note that no cracks at all are

assumed in the containment vessel and that the concrete is assumed to

remain elastic throughout the earthquake. The linear seismic analysis

program MODAL is used to perform the analysis.

Runs 2 - 4, made with the SAC nonlinear analysis program, included

the effects of the cracks shown in Figure 1.2. This figure shows the

cracking pattern of a containment vessel which has been internally pres sur-

ized for test purposes. Large horizontal cracks (about .015 inches wide)

occurred at the construction joints, which were spaced at 5'-6" in this

vessel. Between these joints smaller cracks occurred which did not run

completely around the vessel. At the construction joints the moment of

inertia is I , as was described in section 5.3. In between the joints
c

small cracks do exist so it would be incorrect to use the moment of inertia

of the full section there. Since the cracks do not extend to the neutral

axis the fully cracked moment of inertia is also not correct. The moment

of inertia I will then be taken as the average of the full section moment

and the cracked section moment. The member properties for these three

runs are given in Table 5.4. The element and global stiffness matrices

are given in Tables 5.1 and 4.2, respectively. The mass and damping

matrices are the same as for Run 1. The crack spacing is the 5'-6" shown

in Figure 1.2. The only parameters to be varied in Runs 2 - 4 are the

soil spring stiffnesses. Run 2 uses the Ku and K~ given for medium

stiffness soils in Table 4.2. Run 3 corresponds to soft soils and Run 4

uses the hard soil values. The medium soil stiffness of Run 2 is the most

likely soil to be encountered in practice so the results of this run have

the most importance for design considerations. Table 5.5 summarizes the
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soil types and crack spacings used for each computer run.

5.5 Discussion of Results

The displacement time histories for the top (mass 1) and bottom masses

(mass 5) are shown for Runs 1 - 4 in Figures 5.9 - 5.12. Figures 5.9 and

5.10 show the results for the uncracked containment founded on a soil of

medium stiffness (Run 1) and for the cracked containment vessel founded

on a medium soil (Run 2), respectively. These figures show the effects

of including the cracks in the seismic analysis of a containment vessel.

The maximum response for both runs occurs in the interval between t = 10.15

and t = 10.5. The most obvious difference is that both the maximum posi

tive and negative displacement peaks are greater for Run 2. This is to

be expected since the inclusion of the cracks creates a more flexible

model. The difference in maximum peaks is not great; the ratio of peaks

for Run 1 to Run 2 being about .85. This increase in flexibility is also

apparent in the period of oscillation. In both runs a positive peak

occurred at t = 10.15. For Run 1 the next positive peak occurs at

t = 10.46 for a period of .31 seconds. For Run 2 the next positive peak

occurs at t = 10.53 for a period of .38 seconds. These periods are about

the same for both runs for the large oscillations which occur between

t = 8.9 and t = 9.3. This lengthening of period can once again be explained

by the inclusion of crack flexibility. The maximum values for displacement

(of mass 1, the top mass) shear and crack slip are given in Table 5.2 for

Runs 1 - 4. The difference in maximum shear stress is negligible for

Runs 1 and 2. However, Table 5.2 points out that the linear analysis
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gives no values for crack slip, an important design parameter which will

be discussed later in this section.

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show that significant differences exist in the

displacement time histories for the uncracked and cracked seismic analyses.

The displacement or acceleration time histories are of particular impor

tance in seismic analysis of equipment which is supported by the contain

ment vessel. Normally this equipment is not included in the analysis of

the containment. If the equipment were included the results would probably

be unreliable because of the large difference in mass between the contain

ment and the equipment. Because of this the containment and the equipment

are analyzed separately and the results from the containment analysis are

used as input for seismic analysis of the equipment. In Figure 1.1 it is

shown that a crane is supported by a concrete floor which frames into the

containment wall. Certainly the motion of the top of this crane would be

of importance in design. Because of the differences in maximum response

and oscillation period, it may be necessary to use the results of the

nonlinear analyses as input for seismic analysis of equipment. Figures

5.11 and 5.12 show the displacement time histories for Run 3 (cracked

vessel with soft underlying soil) and Run 4 (cracked vessel with hard

underlying soil), respectively. Figure 5.11 shows that soft underlying

soil increases the maximum displacement by a factor of 2.565/1.543 = 1.67

and increases the period of oscillation over the maximum response interval

from .38 to .55 seconds. Figure 5.12 shows that a hard underlying soil

decreases the maximum displacement by a factor of 1.2/1.543 = .78. The

oscillation period decreases from .38 to .32. The softening and hardening

of the soils therefore produces the expected changes in response. This

is also borne out by the maximum values given in Table 5.2. While the
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hardening of the soil in Run 4 produced only a small increase in shear

stress (which would be expected in a stiffer system) the softening of the

soil produces an extremely large decrease in maximum shear stress of 54 Q6.

The maximum crack slip increases with maximum shear stress, as expected.

The maximum number of cycles (using the cycle definition of section

5.3) naturally increases with increasing soil stiffness. It should be

noted that the number of cycles obtained is not equal to the duration of

the earthquake divided by the oscillation period. A different cycle

definition may have caused this to come about. Certainly the higher the

number of cycles and maximum shear stress the greater is the chance of

concrete failure by dowel splitting. In section 5.2 it was stated that

the 1ST test specimen failed by dowel splitting during the 42nd cycle of

loading. However, the loading schedule was more severe than could be

expected during an SSE design earthquake. Most of these cycles were com

plete reversal cycles from shear stresses of greater than 200 psi to less

than -200 psi. Certainly this is much more severe than the criterion of

a decrease from at least 100 psi to less than 50 psi. The maximum shear

stress of 280 psi was reached only once during the earthquake. Because

of this it is felt that dowel splitting will probably not occur. The only

reservation comes from the fact that the tests were performed on #14 bars

instead of the #18 bars normally used in containment vessels. #18 bars

unquestionably would pose a more critical dowel splitting problem, but

how severe this problem is cannot be estimated without further testing.

Figures 5.13 - 5.15 show hysteresis loops for the bottom beam segment

which models the bottom 180 inches of the containment (see Figure 4.3) for

Runs 2 - 4. These loops were drawn for the period where the maximum shear

stress for each run was obtained. These figures show that some error
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exists in making the stiffness change from lines 6-1 and 3-4 to lines 1-2

and 4-5. In Figure 5.13 the loop shown is for the 15th cycle. This means

that the crack slip at the stiffness break point should be (15 - 2)x .0001

-3 -3
+ 2.67 x 10 = 3.97 x 10 inches. The shear stress at this stiffness

break should always be 30 psi. At time t = 10.42 the shear stress is

38 psi and the crack slip is 5.5 x 10- 3 inches. It would be possible to

reduce these errors by repeating the previous time step with a smaller

step size but it was not felt that these errors were critical enough to

justify this procedure. The main effect of these errors may be to increase

the maximum crack slip of 13.6 x 10- 3 inches slightly from the value that

would be obtained if the time step were repeated. However, the difference

is likely to be very small and also would be on the conservative side.

Figure 5.13 also shows one of the main effects of cycling, which is

the narrowing of the hysteresis loop at low slips. The line followed by

the cracks from t = 10.61 to t = 10.63 slightly higher up and parallel to

the line followed from t = 10.17 to t = 10.22. This is the same behavior

as shown in Figure 5.6. Figure 5.14 shows an example of somewhat sur-

prising behavior. Unloading occurred from t = 10.36 to t = 10.43 along

the 7th cycle hysteresis loop. However, reloading occurred at t = 10.43

before the expected 6-1 line (dashed line) for the 7th cycle was reached.

Reloading occurred along a line parallel to 6-1 because the shear stress

was less than 30 psi. The effect of this was to cause a stiffness change

-3 -3at t = 10.58 at a crack slip of 5.25 x 10 inches rather than 3.17 x 10

inches. Since test results did not look into a change of loading like

this it is hard to say if this is an inadequacy of the model. Clearly

this may cause crack slips to be larger than they should be, but since the

maximum slips in Table 5.2 are not unexpectedly large this is probably not
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a critical problem.

Table 5.3 shows the maximum seismic bending stresses which occurred

ln Runs 1 - 4. The concrete stress occurs in the concrete between the

construction joints. The moment of inertia for the concrete is I (see

Table 5.4). The maximum concrete seismic bending stress is .696 ksi in

Run 4. The steel stress shown in Table 5.3 occurs in the reinforcing bars

at the horizontal cracks located at the construction joints. The moment

of inertia here is I (see Table 5.4). The longitudinal tensile stresses
c

due to an internal pressurization of 50 psi are pR 12t = .388 ksi.c c

Including dead weight (.165 ksi) but not including the effects of vertical

ground accelerations, the maximum total concrete compression stress in

the longitudinal direction is .696 - .388 + .165 = .473 ksi, which is less

than the concrete allowable of .6 f (see section 1.3). The maximum longic

tudinal tensile stress is .696 + .388 - .165 = .919 ksi. The tensile

stress in the circumferential direction is pR It = .776 ksi. The maximumc c

seismic shear stress is .280 ksi.

The seismic shear stress may cause additional cracking in the vessel.

At ~ = _45° (Figure 2.7) the longitudinal stresses are tensile. The

principal tensile stress at ~ = _45° is .95 ksi inclined at 40° from the

horizontal. This means that new crack planes inclined at 40° from the

vertical may be created by the earthquake. It should be noted that this

angle of inclination will change around the circumference of the vessel

as the shear stress and longitudinal bending stress change. These new

cracks may have some effect on the seismic response of the vessel but at

this time it is not known how significant this effect may be.

Using p = .0185 (the typical longitudinal reinforcement ratio for

concrete containment vessels) equation (1.2b) gives v = .140 ksi.
c
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According to the ASME code [14] the excess shear stress of .140 ksi (.280 -

.140) must be carried by inclined steel. As explained previously in this

section, it is felt that the recent 1ST tests performed at Cornell [2] show

that the combination of 1ST plus dowel action can effectively transfer

.280 ksi across the cracks without including inclined reinforcement.

If two layers of #18 reinforcing bars are spaced at 8 inches (1.0 in2;

in) around the circumference of the vessel then the stress in each rebar

due to internal pressurization would be

2
~R P pR

c c
~2-~~R- = --2- = 20.9 ksi.

c

Adding this to the maximum siesmic bending stress of 29.2 ksi and sub-

tracting 8.9 ksi (dead weight) the total rebar stress is 41.2 ksi. Since

60 ksi steel is normally used in containments this is less than .9 f .
Y

However, if the shear and bending stresses in the rebar due to dowel

action are included, the yield point may be reached. Presently it is not

possible to estimate what these additional stresses are. This yielding

would only occur over the unbonded length of the rebar.

The changes in crack width (shown in Table 5.3) due to the seismic

bending stresses are all small compared to the initial crack width of

.015 inches. These changes were computed over the unbonded bar length

of 2.5 inches. If the change of crack width had been at least half as

large as the initial crack width, then it could have been argued that the

crack stiffness changes during the seismic analysis, since it has been

shown that crack stiffness is a function of crack width. However, this

was not the case so the change in crack width does not affect the analysis.

In the Introduction it was stated that the steel liner and its anchors
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must be able to withstand the deformations imposed upon it by the concrete.

The maximum deformation imposed on the liner is the sum of the maximum

crack slip shown in Table 5.2 and the elastic shear deformation in the

concrete between the construction joints. The maximum crack slip 1S .0143

inches in Run 4. The maximum shear stress of 280 psi also occurs in this

run. The elastic shear strain in the concrete is approximately

i~~~ = .000182.

If the anchors are spaced at 20 inches, the elastic shear deformation over

this distance is

. 000182 x 20 .00364 inches .

The maximum relative displacement which occurs between the anchors is

then

.0143 + .00364 .01794 inches.

This value is far below the allowable .1 inch used as a design requirement.

Since the liner is attached to the concrete the liner strain is assumed

to be compatible with the concrete strain. If the liner steel modulus is

29000 ksi then

-5
Cc .473(29000 = 1.63 x 10 < .002

-5c
t

= (.388 + .696 - .165)(29000 = 3.17 x 10 < .001
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where €c and €t are the maximum compressive and tensile strains in the

liner. These values are far below the ASME allowables of .OOZ and .001

(see Introduction).

From the stresses shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 it would appear that

flexible soils are the optimum soils for the foundation of nuclear contain-

ment vessels. This would be an incorrect conclusion. Besides the much

larger displacements that occur, it would be doubtful that a soft soil

such as clay or silty clays with sand could undergo the stresses imposed

upon it by the foundation and a soil failure would be likely. However,

the strength of the underlying soils undergoing dynamic stresses and

strains is an extremely difficult problem which will not be studied here.

5.6 System Identification

The dynamic response of a single degree of freedom structural system

can be described by the following single degree of freedom system:

pet). (5.14)

Here x is the displacement of the single degree of freedom and pet) is the

forcing function. The coefficients al and aZ represent the stiffness and

damping properties of the system. The system identification problem is

normally concerned with determining these properties so that the above

mathematical model will yield results which are in best possible agreement

with experimental data derived from the testing of a prototype structural

system. Formulated in this manner, the identification problem reduces to
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a best-fit problem. Here the parameters al and a2 will be determined so

that (5.14) will yield results that give the best possible agreement with

the results from the nonlinear analyses discussed in the previous section.

This can be done by using the direct method [13] of system identification .
.

In this method it is assumed that x(t), x(t) and x(t) are known from the

nonlinear analysis at N discrete points over the time interval t = 0 to

t = T. To obtain the "best fit" values for a l and a2 , the quadratic

functional

J (a)
2

p. )
1

(5.15)

is minimized. Clearly (5.15) corresponds to a least squares curve fit.

p. is the inertial force due to the base accelerations of the earthquake.
1

Minimizing (5.15) gives the following:

oJ (a) 2x.x. 2 .
+ 2al xi + 2a2x. x. - 2x.p. 0da l 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.

oJ(a)
2~.x.

.
2aii

2
2x.p.oa2

= + 2al x.x. + = O.
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1

Summing (5. l6a) and (5 .16b) over the N time points gives

(5.16a)

(5.16b)

N

I
i=l

2x.
1.

N

I
i=l

x.X.
1 1.

• 2
x.

1.

N

I
i=l

(x.p. - x.x.)
1. 1. 1 1

(X.p. - X.X.).
1 1 1. 1

(5.17a)

(5.17b)

Using Cramer's rule,
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1al = det (01 x C22 - 02 x C12) (5.l8a)

1
a2 = det (Cll x 02 - 01 x C12) (5.l8b)

N 2Cll L xl
i=l

N
C12 L

0

= x.x.
i=l 1. 1.

N 2C22 I 0

x.
i=l 1.

N
01 L (x.p. - x. x.)

i=l 1. 1. 1. 1.

N
02 L (X.p. o ., )- X.x.

i=l 1. 1. 1. 1.

det = Cll x C22 - C122

Therefore for a single degree of freedom system there exists a closed form

solution (5.18) for the parameters a l and a2. In the nonlinear analysis

performed in this chapter there are a total of 12 degrees of freedom.

Modal analysis will be used to uncouple the 12 simultaneous equations of

dynamic equilibrium. Then separate values of al and a2 may be computed

for each mode, with each modal equation (3.14) corresponding to (5.14). If

the displacements, velocities and accelerations for each time step from

the nonlinear analysis are stored in the vectors LuJ, luJ and lUJ, the

transformation to the generalized coordinate LqJ is accomplished in the

following manner (see [3.l2b]):

{q} = [A]-l {u} (5.19a)

{q} = [A]-l {u} (5.l9b)

(Cp [A]-l {ii} (5.l9c)
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Comparing (3.4) and (5.4),

(5.20a)

(5.20b)

thfor the K mode.

The above procedure for determining the parameters a l and aZ was

carried out during Run 2 (medium soil stiffness). This particular run

was chosen because the values used for the two soil springs represent the

soil stiffness most likely to be encountered at power plant sites. The

values obtained for a l and aZ for the first three modes are shown in

Table 5.7. These values were then used as input for MODAL. The results

for the displacement of the top mass using only the first mode are shown

by the dashed line in Figure 5.10. The results obtained using the first

two modes were almost the same. However, when three modes were included

in the analysis, the displacements became extremely large. This is probably

because the third mode participates very little in the motion of the model

and because of this the system identification method computes a stiffness

parameter al which is very low. It would be expected that a l for the

third mode would be significantly higher than al for the two lower modes,

but Table 5.5 shows otherwise. Because of this low stiffness in mode

three the corresponding modal equation makes bogus contributions which

yield ridiculously large displacements. It appears then that using the

first mode only is the most effective way of using this particular appli-

cation of system identification. As shown in Figure 5.10, the displacement

time history yielded by the first mode gives a very good approximation to
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the nonlinear analysis. The maximum shear stress (282 psi) is also

reasonably close to the value obtained by the nonlinear analysis (272 psi).

It is therefore concluded that the system identification using the first

mode only gives satisfactory results for both displacement time histories

and maximum stresses and displacements. If a l and a2 for the first mode

2
are divided by WI and 26 l

w
i

it is found that

(5.21a)

(5.2Ib)

a l shows the effect of including the cracks in the analysis. For an

uncracked vessel al = 1.0. Clearlyal = 1.0 shows that the cracks increase

the flexibility of the model. In the same way a2 takes into account the

effects of the hysteretic behavior of the cracks by increasing the viscous

damping coefficient. With no hysteretic behavior a 2 = 1.0. It would

probably be incorrect to generalize these results for all base acceleration

time histories. By this it is meant that a different synthetic earth-

quake may very well produce different values for al and a 2. Further work

must be done using different base acceleration histories and different

soil stiffness before (S.2Ia) and (S.2lb) could be recommended for use in

design.



Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions of this study are:

1. The presence of cracks in the concrete does not significantly

affect the shear stress distribution in a reinforced concrete containment

vessel during and earthquake. The distribution is essentially the same

sinusoidal distribution which exists in elastic thin-walled cylinders.

Because of this, the shear area of A/2 normally associated with elastic

uncracked analysis is used in the nonlinear analysis in stiffness formu

lations and for determining maximum shear stress.

2. In linear seismic analysis rotational degrees of freedom must

be included to obtain accurate displacement time histories. This must

also be true for nonlinear analysis. Therefore, rotational degrees of

freedom were included in all analyses.

3. There is a significant difference in the displacement time

histories obtained by linear (uncracked) and nonlinear (cracked) siesmic

analysis. The maximum shear stresses obtained by the two methods are

quite close. The effect of soil-structure interaction can be quite sub

stantial. As the soils which underly the containment become softer the

maximum stresses in the vessel will decrease significantly but maximum

displacement increase by a large degree.

4. The system identification method provides a good linear approxi-
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mation to the nonlinear analysis. TI1e resultant displacement time history

gives sufficiently accurate results to be used as input for seismic analysis

of equipment. However, some important design parameters such as maximum

crack slip connot be provided by a linear analysis.

5. The liner distortions and strains which result from the nonlinear

analysis are within allowable values. The stresses in the concrete con

tainment are either less than the allowables given by ASME or are less

than the stresses which caused failure in the 1ST tests. The biaxial ten

sion field which exists in the containment vessel may give dowel splitting

failures at lower shear stresses than in the uniaxial 1ST tests that were

described here. However, the combined mechanism of 1ST and dowel action

appears capable of replacing the inclined bars presently used to transfer

shearing forces down to the foundation mat.

It is felt that adequate analytical tools exist for seismic analysis

of cracked containment vessels. More experimental work is needed to in

vestigate the combined behavior of 1ST and dowel action, particularly for

the larger #18 bars used in containment vessel construction. It would also

be interesting to see the effects of cycling at low stresses in the range

of 50 psi rather than the 200 psi actually used in the tests so far.

During an earthquake shear as high as 200 psi occur very rarely while

50 psi is quite common. The loading schedule used in past 1ST tests has

been too regular. The results of seismic analyses show that shear stress

loadings in the containment are very irregular and may change directions

at unexpected places in the hysteresis loop which represents the load-slip

behavior of the cracks. Current 1ST tests underway include specimens with

cracks which run in both the horizontal and vertical directions and are

pretensioned in both directions to simulate biaxial tension. Input from
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these tests could be used in the nonlinear analysis program developed ln

this study to give an improved model of the containment vessel.
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Thickness of containment vessel cylindrical wall

Vector of relative displacements

Vector of relative velocities

Vector of relative accelerations

Maximum tangential shear stress which may be carried by concret
according to existing codes

Design tangential shear stress

Total shear force at a cross-section

Critical damping ratio for the i th mode

Steel reinforcement ratio

Angle that meridional plane makes with x-axis in a cylinder
(see Figure 2. 7)

Natural frequency for the i th mode

Crack slip

Shear stress

Poisson's ratio

Shear flexibility factor

Lame's constant



APPENDIX A

1. Description of the Computer Program MODAL

This program computes the response of a linear structure subjected

to base accelerations which model an earthquake. The structure is idealized

as a vertical cantilever shear beam with the mass lumped at the node points

(lumped mass model). Soil-structure interaction may be included. When

soil-structure interaction is included effective damping ratios for each

mode are calculated using the. subregioned energy proportion method. The

natural frequencies and mode shapes are calculated using the Jacobi method.

The uncoupled modal equations are integrated using the linear acceleration

method.

2. Input to MODAL

The input for a sample problem will be given. The model to be input

is the model of the reinforced concrete containment vessel shown in

Figure 4.3. Soil-structure interaction will be included. The soil springs

K and K have the values 100,000 K/in and 10 x 1010 k-in respectively.u ep
,

The shear and moment of inertia for all beam segments are 150,000 in2area

and 9 x 1010 . respectively. The shear area is taken as A/2, where Aln,

is the cross-sectional area. The lumped masses are ml = 30 K-sec2/in,

m2 = m3 = m4 = mS = 25 K-sec
2
/in and mf = 60 K-sec

2
/in. The lumped mass

6 2 .
moments of inertia are II = 12 = 13 = 14 = IS = 8 x 10 K-sec -in and

If = 13 x 106 K-sec
2
-in. The material properties are G (shear modulus)

1500 ksi and E (Young's modulus) = 3000 ksi. The modal damping ratio for
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all modes of vibration of the concrete containment is . 05. The modal

damping ratios for the soil in the translational and rotational directions

are .25 and .05, respectively. The test earthquake shown in Figure 3.4

will be used as the base accelerations. The IBM cards (with FORTRAM for

mat) to be input after the *DATA card follow. The units are kips, inches

and seconds. The maximum number of degrees of freedom is 12.

CARD 1 (5I5, Fla. 0)

cols 1-5:

cols 6-10:

cols 11-15 :

cols 16-20:

cols 21-25:

12 (total number of degrees of freedom)

3 (number of modes to be included in the analysis)

12 (number of time steps in the analysis)

10 (number of base acceleration time points)

3 (number of Jacobi iterations, the suggested

number is 3)

cals 26-35: .01 (recommended length of time step in seconds)

CARD 2 (8FlO.0)

cols 1-10: 30. (m1)

cols 11-20 : 8.0E06 (II)

cols 21-30 : 25. (m2)

co1s 31-40: 8.0E06 (I2)

co1s 41-50: 25. (m3)

cols 51-60: 8.0E06 (I 3)

co1s 61-70 : 25. (m4)

co1s 71-80: 8.0E06 (I4)
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CARD 3 (4FlO.0)

co1s 1-10: 25. (m5)

cols 11-20: 8.0E06 (IS)

co1s 21- 30: 60. (mf )

cols 31-40: 13.0E06 (If)

CARD 4 (2FlO.0, IS, 2FlO.0)

cols 1-10: 1500. (G)

co1s 11-20: 3000. (E)

cols 21-25: 1 (1 = soil-structure interaction is to be

included, 0 = no soil-structure interaction)

cols 26-35:

co1s 36-45:

lO.OElO CK¢)

100000. (K)
u

CARD 5 (5F10.0)

co1s 1-10 : 592.5 (length of top beam segment, see Figure 4.3)

co1s 11-20: 360. (length of 2nd beam segment)

cols 21-30: 360. (length of 3rd beam segment)

cols 31-40: 360. (length of 4th beam segment)

co1s 41-50: 180. (length of 5th beam segment)

CARD 6 (5F10.0)

cals 1-10: 9.0E10 (moment af inerti a of top beam segment)

cols 11-20: 9.0E10 (moment of inertia of 2nd beam segment)

cols 21-30: 9.0E10 (moment of inertia of 3rd beam segment)

co1s 31-40: 9.0ElO (moment of inertia of 4th beam segment)

co1s 41-50: 9. OE 10 (moment of inertia of 5th beam segment)
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CARD 7 (5FlO.0)

eo1s 1-10: 150000. (shear area of top beam segment)

co1s 11-20: 150000. (shear area of 2nd beam segment)

eo1s 21-30 : 150000. (shear area of 3rd beam segment)

co1s 31-40: 150000. (shear area of 4th beam segment)

co1s 41-50: 150000. (shear area of 5th beam segment)

CARD 8 (3F10.0)

eols 1-10: .05 (critical damping ratio for concrete contain-

ment vessel)

eols 11-20: .25 (critical damping ratio for translational

motion in underlying soil; D in Figure 4.3)
u

cols 21-30: .05 (critical damping ratio for rotational motion

in underlying soil; D~ in Figure 4.3)

CARD 9 (2FlO~0)

cols 1-10: O. (time in seconds of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .084 (base acceleration, fraction of g acceleration

of gravity)

CARD 10 (2F10.0)

cols 1-10: .023 (time in seconds of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .158 (base acceleration, fraction of g acceleration

of gravity)

CARD 11 (2FI0.0)

eols 1-10: .058 (time of base acceleration)
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cols 11-20: .271 (base acceleration)

CARD 12 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10: .083 (time of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .349 (base acceleration, fraction of g acceleration

of gravity)

CARD 13 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10: .113 (time of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .446 (base acceleration)

CARD 14 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10;

cols 11-20:

.149 (time of base acceleration)

.509 (base acceleration)

CARD 15 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10: .186 (time of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .382 (base acceleration)

CARD 16 (2F10.0)

co1s 1-10: .23 (time of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .191 (base acceleration)

CARD 17 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10:

co1s 11-20:

.256 (time of base acceleration)

.058 (base acceleration)
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CARD 18 (2F10.0)

co1s 1-10: .3 (time of base acceleration)

co1s 11-20: O. (base acceleration)

3. Output from MODAL

For each time step, the relative translational displacement and

inertial force associated with each mass is printed out. The shear stress

in each beam segment is also printed out. Previous to this the global

stiffness matrix, natural undamped frequencies and eigenvectors are printed.
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C *** ~ODAL ***
C
C
C THIS ppnGPA~ COMPUTES TH~ EADTHQUAKc R~SDQNS= G~ ~ LIN
C EAR
C STRUCTUR~ THROUGH THE US~ OF THE NORMAL ~ODES TECHNIQU
C E.
C THE MAIN BODY OF THE PROGRAM (WHICH ~OLLOWS DIRECTLY)
C PEADS IN DATA AND CALLS ALL THE SUBROUTINES. THE SUBRO
C UTINES
C ARE NAMED STr~F,JACOey,RATIO,INQUAK AND LINACC. STIFF
C SETS UP THE
C STIFFNESS MATRIX AND JACOBY COMPUTES TH~ NATURAL FR~QU

C ENCIES
C AND EIGENVECTORS OF THIS MATRIX. PATIn COMPUTES THE ~F

C FECTIVC:
C CRITICAL DAMPING RATIOS FOR EACH MODE TAKING SOIL-STRU
C CTURE
C INTERACTION INTO ACCOUNT.
C INQUAK READS IN THE EARTHQUAKE ACCELERATION DATA AND C
C OMPUTES
C THE CORRESPONDING GENERALIZED FORC~. LINACC NUMERICALL
C Y
C INTEGRATES THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION USING THE LINeAR
C ACCELERATION ASSUMPTION. A MnRE IN O~PTH DESCRIPTION I
C S
C GIVFNIN THE SUBROUTINES THEMSELVES.
C

COMMON IDYN/GSTIFF(3),GMASS(3),DAMP(3),EQ c nR(lZ),GcQoC
CEO),
lOISPj12),RKFOR(12)

COMMON IEIG/GLOK( 12,12) ,OMEGA(lZ) ,4(12,12) ,DMtl.SS( 12) ,A
C TR(12,12)

C OM M0 NIP R0PI AS ( 5 ) , RI Z( 5 ) , SL( 5) ,S I Z( 5 )
DIMENSION 0(5)
DIMENSION BET4(5)
DIMENSION Al(3),A2(3)

c
C N IS THE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF ~REEDOM. ~M IS THE NUMBE
C R
C OF MOD~S TO BE SUPERIMPOSED. H IS THE TIME STEP ANO NH
CIS THE
C TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME STEPS IN THE ANALVSIS. NTP I S THE
C NUMBER OF GROUND ACCELERATION POINTS READ IN SUBROUTIN
C E
C INQUAK. qMASS IS THE LUMPED MASS VECTOR,G IS THE SHEAR
C MODULUS
C ,AS IS THE SHEAR AREA AND SL IS THE LENGTH ~F EACH SHE
C AR
C BEAM SEGMENT. IF IROT=l SOIL STRUCTUqE INTEqACTION IS
C INCLUDED. POTK IS THE ROTATIONAL SOIL SPRING AND TRANS
C K
C IS THE rqANSLATIONAL SOIL SPRING. K IS THE NU~B=q OF
C JACOBY ITERATIONS AND BETA IS THE CRITICAL DAMPING RAT
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C 10.
C T=TI~E OF ANALYSIS.
C

READ(S,10 1
) N,NM,NH,NTP,K,H

READ(5,1U (RMASS(I),I=1,8)
READ(5,11) (RMASS(I),I=9,12)
READ(S,12) G,E,IQ.OT,ROTK,TRANSK
READ (5,14) (Sl(I),!==1,S)
REA D( 5, 14) ( R I Z ( I) , I::: 1 , S )
READ(5,14) (AS(1),I=1,5)
READ(S,14) BETA,CTRANS,CROT
NTHETA=1
T=O.
ICOUNT=O
JCOUNT=O
IFlAG=O
NS=N
IF (IROT.EQ.O) GO TO 20
NS=N-2

20 CONTI NUE
DO 21 I=I,NM

21 D( I ) =BET A
CALL STI~F(NS,IROT,ROTK,TRANSK,G,NTHETA,E)

CALL JACOBYCN,KI
IF (IROT.EQ.O) GO TO 9q
CAll RATIO(N,BETA,CTRANS,CROT,TRANSK,ROTK)

99 CONTINUE
DO 2 I=1,NM
DAMP( I )=2.*D( U*OMEGA(I)
GSTIFF(I)=OMEGA(Il**2

2 GMAS S ( I ) =1 • 000
WRITE(6,48) CGSTIFFCI),I=1,NM)
WRITE(6,48) (DAMP(I),I=1,NM)

48 ~ORMATC/10X,5E14.7)

DO 4 I=1,NH
CALL INQUAKCN,T,NTP,ICOUNT,NTHETA,NM,IROT)
CALL LINACCCN,NM,H,T,JCOUNT)
T=T+H

4 CONT I NUE
10 FORMATCSIS,3F10.0)
11 FORMAT(8F10.0)
12 FORMATC2F10.0,15,2F10.0)
13 FORMAT(I5)
14 FORMAT(SF10.0)

STOP
END
SUBROUTINE INQUAKCN,T,NTP,ICOUNT,NTHETA,NM,IROT)
COMMON IDYN/GSTIFF(3) ,GMASS(3),DAMPC3),EQFOR(12),GFOQ.C

C E C3 ') ,
10 I SPC 12) , RK FOR C12 )

COMMON IEIG/GLOKC12,12),OMEGAC12),AC12,12),Q.MASS(12),A
C TR(12,1Z)

DIMENSION GRACC(20),TIME(20)
C
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C THIS SUB~OUTINE INITI~LLY READS IN TH~ GROUND ~CCEl=QA

C TION
C HISTORY AND KE~DS TRACK OF THE CURqENT VALUE. THE GENE
C RAL IZED
C FORCE WHICH APPEARS ON THE PHS OF THE UNCOUPLEO MODAL
C EQUATIONS IS THE VECTOR GFORCE WHICH IS COMPUTED H~RE.

C GFORCE=-ATR*QMASS*GRACC,WHE~E ATR IS THE TRANSPOSE OF
C THE
C MODAL ~ATRIX AND RMASS IS THE LU~PED MASS VECTOR.
C

IF (I COUNT. EQ. 1) GO TO 3
ICOUf'IT=l
DO 1 1=1, NT D

P.EAD( 5,11) TI MI:: (I) ,GR ACC( I)
1 CONTINUE

DO 2 I=l,t\ITP
GRACe (I) =386. 4*GRACC( I)

2 CONTINUE
c
C NOW FIND THE CURRENT VALUE (~OP. TIME=T) O~ THE GQOUND
C ACCEl ERAT ION X.
C

3 T~ (T.GT.TIME(NTP» GO TO 7
1= I

4 T=I+1
IF (T.GT.TIMF(I» GO TO 4
IF (T.lT.TIME{I-I» GD TO 4
SLOPF=(GRACC(I)-GRACC(I-1»/(TIME(I)-TIM~(I-1»

X=GRACC(I-l)+(T-TIME(I-1»*SLOPE
N1=N-l
DO 8 I=1,Nl,2
EQFOR(I)=-PMASS(IJ*X
EQFOP (1+1 )=0.

8 CONTI NUf
101 DO 6 I=l,NM

GFORCE<I)=O.
DO 6 J=l,N
GFORCE(I)=ATP(!,Jl*EQFOR(J)+GFORCE(!)

6 CONT I NUE
7 PETURN

i1 FORMAT(2FIO.0)
END
SUBROUTINE lINACC(N,NM,H,T,JCOUNT)
IMPLICIT REAl*4 (M)
COMMON IDYN/GST1FF(3),GMASS(3),DAMP(3),EQFOP(12),GFORC

C E(3),
1DISP(12),RKFOR(12)

COMMON IJ:IG/GLOK(12,l2),OMEGA(12),A(12,12),RMASSC12),.6.
C TR(12,12)

COMMON ! PROP! AS C5) ,R I ZC5) ,S L( 5) ,S I Z ( 5)
DIMENSION CFORCE(12),RINFORC12) ,DELDSP(3),DElVEL(3),DE

C lAC C( 3 ) ,
1M() IS P (3 ) , MV El (3 ) , MAC CC3 ) , B( 12, 12) ,C ( 12, 12) , AC C( 12) , VEL
C (12)
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C
C THIS SUB~OUTINE USES THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE ACCELERtT
C ION
C VARIES LINEARLY IN EACH TIME STEP TO COMPUTE THE CHANG
C ES
C IN VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT FOR EACH UNCQUPLED MODAL
C EQUATION.RMASS AND GLOK ARE THE ACTUAL STRUCTURAL LUMP
C EO
C MASS VECTOR AND GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX.THE GENERALIZE
C 0
C MASS,STIFFNESS AND DAMPING ARE THE GMASS,GSTI~F AND DA
C MP VECTORS.
C THE RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS AT TIME T ARE CONTAINED IN
C THE
C DISP VECTOR.
C MDISP,MVEL AND MACC ARE VECTORS CONTAINING THE DISPLAC
C EMENTS
C ,VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION AT TIME T FOR EACH MODAL EQ
C UATION.
C RKFOR IS THE VECTOR OF SHEAR F~RCES IN EACH STORY.DELD
C SP,
C DELVEL AND DELACC ARE VECTORS WHICH CONTAIN THE CHANGE
C IN
C DISPLACEMENT,VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION FOR EACH MODE.
C CFORCE AND RINFOR CONTAIN THE TOTAL DAMPING AND INERTI
C AL FORCES
C AT TIME T.EQFOR IS TKE INERTIAL ~ORCE DUE TO THE EARTH
C QUAKE
C AND GFORCE IS THIS FORCE GEN~RALIZED IN THE UNCOUPLED
C EQUATIONS.
C
C AT TIME T=O INITIALIZE DISPLACEMENTS,VELOCITIES AND AC
C CELERATIONS.
C

IF (JCOUNT.GT.O) GO TO 300
JCOUNT= 1
DO 1 I=1,N
DISP(I)=O.
RKFOR(I)=O.
RINFOR(!)=O.

1 CONTI NtJE
DO 71 I=l,NM
MDISP{!)=O.
MVEL ( I ) =0.
MACC( l}=GFORCE( I>/GMASS( J)

DELDSP(I)=O.
DELVEUI)=O.
DELACC( U=O.

71 CONTINUE
GO TO 400

C
C FOR EACH TIME STEP SOLVE FOR DELACC. THEN, USING THE L
CINE AR
C ACCELERATION ASSUMPTION, COMPUTE DELVEL AND DELDSP.
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C
300 DO 2 I=l,NM

DELACC(I)=(GFORCE(I)-~ACC(I)-DAMP(I)*(MVEL(I)+H*MACC{I
C ) )-
1GSTIFF(I)*{MDISP(I)+MVEL(Il*H+MACC(I)~(H**2/2.0~O»)1(

C 1.0 EO+
20 AMP ( I )*H12 • 0 EO +GSTIFF ( I )* ( H':C *2/6 .0 EO) )

DElDSP(I)=MVEl(!)*H+(H**Z/6.0EO)*(3.0EO*MACC(!)+DElACC
C ( I> )

DElVEL(II={H/2.0EO)*{Z.OEO*MACC(I)+DELACC(I»
MDISP{I)=MDISP( I)+DELDSP( 1)

MVEl{I)=~VEL{I)+DELVEL(I)
MACC( I)=Macc( Il+DELACC{ I)

2 CONTINUE
c
C NOW COMPUTE THE TOTAL RELATIVE DISPLACEMENTS (DISP),
C TOTAL INERTIAL FOQCES(RINFOR) AND T~TAL SHEAR FORCES
C (RKFOR) AND PRINT THESE QUANTITIES OUT.
C DISP=A*MDISP
C RINfOR=RMASS*A*OMEGA*MDISP.RKFOR (SHEAR FORCE) IS THE
C SUM OF ALL INERTIAL FORCES (RINFOR) ABOVE AND INCLUDIN
C G
C MASS I.
C

DO 3 !=1,N
DISP{I)=O.
DO 3 J=l,NM
DIS P ( I )=A( I ,J )* MD IS P( J ) +DIS P ( I)

3 CONTI NUE
DO 4 I=1,N
DO 4 J=1,NM
B(! ,J)=RMASS( U*A(! ,J)

4 CONTINUE
DO 5 I=l,N
DO 5 J=1,NM
C{I,J~=B(I,J)*OMEGA(J)**2

5 CONT I NUE
DO 9 I=l,N
RINFO R( 1) =0 •
DO 9 J=l,NM
RINFORtI)=C(I,J)*MDISP(J)+RINFOR(Il

9 CONTINUE
DO 6 1=1,5
RKFOR(I)=O.
L=2':<Y-1
DO 6 J=1,L,2
RKFOR(I)=RINFOR(J)+RKFOR(!1

6 CONTINUE
DO 68 1=1,5
RKFOR(!)=RKFOR{I)/AS(Il

68 CONTINUE
400 WRITE(6,lO) T

DO 81=1,5
L=2*I-1
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WPIT E( 6, 1H DIS PC l ) ,R I NF 0 RCU ,~K FOR CI )
8 CONT I I\JUE

10 FORMAT (/ 10X, ' TI ME =' ,F 7 • 2 " SEC 0 NDS ' , 5X, 'D I SPLAC EM ENT , ,
18X,'INERTIAL FORCE',6X,'SHEAR STRESS'/)

11 FORMATC35X,~10.3,10X,EI0.3,10X,EI0.3)

R ETUR N
END
SUBROUTII\JE STIFFCI\J,IROT,ROTK,TRANSK,G,NTHETA,E)

C
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX,G
C LOK.
C SHEAR AREA AND ROTATIONAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM ARE INCLU
C OED
C IN THE VERTICAL CANTILEVER BEAM MODEL.
C

COMMON IEIG/GLOKC 12,12) ,OMEGAC lZ) ,D( lZ, lZ) ,RMASS( lZ) ,A
C TR(IZ,,12)

COMMON IPROP/ASCS),RIZCSJ,SLCSJ,SIZCSJ
DIMENSION TK(10),ELK(4,4),VKC12)
DO 881=1,5
TKC I J=SL CI J I CG* AS ( I J )
TK(f)=I./TKCI J

88 CONTINUE
NN=N
Nl=N-1
NN=N
IF CI RO T• EQ• 0) GO TO 14
NN=N+Z

14 DO 13 I=I,NN
00 13 J=I,NN
GlOK(I,JJ=O.

13 CONTINUE
0010 I=I,Nl,Z

C
C SET UP THE BEAM ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX,ELKC4,4)
C

SH=C3 • * E* RI ZC( I +1:J /2 ) / SU CI +1 JI ZJ**3 JIT KCCI +1 J/ ZJ
ELK(1,1)=12.*E*RIZ«I+IJ/ZJ/SLC(I+IJ/Z)**3
ElKCl,ZJ=-6.*E*RIZC(I+1J/ZJ/SL(CI+1)/ZJ**Z
ELKCl,3)=-ELK(1,lJ
EL KC1 , 4 J=ELK C1, Z)
ELK(2,ZJ=4.*E*RIZ«I+IJ/ZJ/SL«I+IJ/Z)
ELK(Z,2)=ELKC2,2)*(1.+SHJ
ELK(Z ,3J=-ElKC I,Z,)
ELKCZ,4J=Z.*E*RIll(I+lJ/ZJ/SL(C!+lJ/ZJ
ELK(2,4J=ELK(Z,4J~(1.-Z.*SHJ

ELKC3,3J=ELK(1,1J'
ELKC3,4J=-ELK(1,ZJ
ELKC4,4J=ELKC2,ZJ
DO 3 K=1,4
DO 3 J=l,K
ELKCJ,KJ=ELK(J,KJ/Cl.+4.*SHJ

3 ELK(K,JJ=ELKCJ,KJ
GLOK(I,I)=ElKCl,ll+GLOKCI,IJ
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GLOK(I+l,I+l)=ElK(Z,Z)+GLOK(I+l,I+l)
GLOK(I+l,I)=ElK(Z,I)+GLOK(!+I,I)
GLOK ( I +2, I )=~ LK( 3, 1 )
GLOK( 1+3, I)=ELK(4,l)
GLOK(1+Z,I+l)=ELK(3,2)
GLOK( 1+3, 1+11=ELK(4,2)
GLOK(I+2,I+2)=ELK(3,3)
GLOK( 1+3, I+Z)=ELK(4,3)
GlOK1I+3,1+3)=ELK(4,4J

10 CONTINUE
DO 11 != 1, NN
DO 11 J=I,NN

11 GLOK(I,J)=GLOK(J,I)
IF (IROT.EQ.O) GO TO 45

c
C IF IROT=1 THEN SOIL STRUCTURE INTF-QACT10N IS TO BE INC
elUDED.
c

GlOK(NN-l,NN-l)=GLOK(NN-l,NN-l)+TPANSK
GLOK(NN,NN)=GLOK(NN,NN)+ROTK

45 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RATIO(N3,BET~Z,CTRANS,CROT,TRANSK,ROTK)

COMMON IOYN/GSTIFF(3) ,GMASS(3),DAMP("3), EQFOR( lZ) ,GFORC
C E ( 3) ,
lOISP( 12) ,RKFOR( lZ)

COMMON IEIG/GLOK(12,lZ),OMEGA(lZ),A(12,IZ),RMASS(lZ),A
C TR( lZ, lZ)

COM MO NIP R0 PI AS (5 ) ,R I Z( 5 ) , S L( 5 ) , S I Z( 5J
DIMENSION V(St,RMOM(St
DIMENSION EN(".Z,lZ),ET(IZ),B(lZ)

c
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED ONLY IF SOIL STRUCTURE INTER
C ACT ION
C IS TO BE INCLUDED IN T~E ANALYSIS. SINCE THE CRITICAL
C DAMPING
C RATIOS IN THE STRUCTURAL AND SOIL DEGREES OF FREEDOM U
C SUAlLY
C DIFFER BY A LARGE AMOUNT SCME COMMON MODAL DAMPING VAL
C UES
( ARE REQUIRED. THE SUBREGIONED ENERGY PROPORTION METHOD
C IS USED TO DO THIS. THE STEPS INVOLVFD IN T~E METHOD A
C RE
C FXPL~INED BELOW.
C
( FIRST SET UP THE VECTOR B WHICH CONTAINS THE CRITICAL
( DAMPING
C RATIO FOR EACH MASS. THE DAMPING RATIO FOR ~lL THE STR
C UCTURAL
C MASSES IS BETAZ. TH~ TRANSLATIONAL SOIL DAMPING RATIO
C IS (TRANS
C AND THE ROTATIONAL SOIL DAMPING PATIO IS C~OT.

C
NM=12
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N=N3-Z
NZ=N/2
00 100 l=l,N
B(I)=BETAZ

100 CONTINUE
B(N+1)=CTRANS
B(N+Z'=CROT

C
C NOW COMPUTE THE STRAIN ENERGY IN THE ITH ~ASS. THE STR
CAIN
C ENERGY FOR EACH LUMPED MASS FOR EACH MODE IS STORED IN
C THE MATRIX EN.THE INTERNAL MODAL STRAIN ENERGY IS ONE
C HALF THE PRODUCT OF THE AVERAGE INTERNAL FORCES AT THE
C LUMPED MASS AND THE MODAL DISPLACEMeNT.
C

DO 1 J=l,NM
DO Z 1=1, NZ
SK=SL{I)/{G*AS{!»
XF=O.
EI =E* RI Z( ! )
$=0.
T=O.
C=O.
AA=O.
BB=O.
DET=SL(I)**4/(lZ.*EI**2)+SL(I)*SK/fI+S*SL(I)/EI+C*

1(SL(I)**3/EI+$K+St-T*SL(I)**Z/EI-T**Z
RMOM( 1)=( (A{2*I+l,Jt-A(2*I-1,Jt )*(Sl( 1)**2/EI+T)+~(2*I

C ,J)*
l{SL(I)**3/EI+SK+S)+A(Z*I+Z,J)*(SL(I)**3/EI+T*SL{I)
2-SK-S) )10ET
V(I)={(A(2*I-l,Jt-A(2*I+l,J»*(SL(I)/EI+C)-A(Z*I,J)*(S

C l( I , **2
1/{Z.*EI)+T)+A(Z*I+2,J)*(T-SL(I)**Z/(2.*EI)-SL(I)*C»10
C ET

EN(Z*I-1,J)=V{I'**Z*SK/Z.
EN(2*I,J)=(1./(2.*E*RIZ(I»)*(RMOM(I)**Z*SL(I)+RMO~(I)

C *V( I )
1*SL(!)**2+V(ll**2*SL( 1)**3/3.)
EN(Z*!,J)=EN(2*I,J)+R~OM(I)**2*UL*X~/2.+RMOM(I)*V(I)*8

C B+
IV( I ~>:<*2*AA

2 CONT I NUE
EN{N+l,J)=TRANSK*A{N+l,JJ**Z*.5
EN(N+Z,J)=ROTK*A(N+2,J)**Z*.5

1 CONT I NUE
C
C COMPUTE THf TOTAL ENERGY IN EACH MODE ~ND STORE IN VEe
C TOR
C ET.
C

DO 7 I=l,NM
ETC I )=0.
DO 7 J=l,NM
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ET(!)=EN(J,I)+ET(I)
7 CONTINUE

C
C NOW COMPUTE THE MODAL DAMPING ~ATIOS (STOFEO IN VECTOR
CO).
C

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C

C

DO 8 I=I,NM
0(1)=0.
DO 8 J=I,NM
O(I)=EN(J,I)*B(J)+O(I)

8 CONTINUE
00 13 1= I, NM
o( I ) =D( I ) I ET ( I )

13 CONTINUE
00 9 I=1,NM
WRITE(6,12) I,O(!)

9 CONTINUE
12 FORMATUIOX,'MODAL DAMPING FOQ ~ODE',I1,'=' ,E10.3)

RETURN
ENO
SUBROUTINE JACOBY(N,K)
COMMON IOYN/GSTIFF(3),GMASS(3),DAMP(3),EQFOR(12),GFORC

C E( 3 0

) ,

1DISP(12),RKFOR(12)
COMMON I=IG/GLOK(12,lZ),OMEGA(1Z) ,A(1Z,lZ),~MASS(12),A

C TR(12,12)
DIMENSION EM( 12) ,STB( 12,12) ,T( 12, 12) ,TT( 12, 12) ,B( 12,12

C ) ,
IST02,l2),Al( 12,12)

DIMENSION C(12,12)

THIS SUBROUTINE tALCULATES EIGENVECTORS AND ~IGENVAlUE

S
FROM A GIVEN STIFFNESS MATRIX ANO MASS VECTOR. N IS TH

E
NUMBER O~ STRUCTURAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN THE SYSTEM,
EM IS THE ~ASS VECTOR AND 5T IS THE STRUCTURAL STIFFNE

SS ~ATRIX.

ONLY THE STRUCTURAL PORTION OF THE GLOBAL STI~FNESS MA
TRIX

IS DIAGONALIZEO SO THE FREQUENCIES A~O MODE SHAPES AR~

FOR
A FIXED BASE STRUCTURE.

DO 75 I=l,N
DO 75 J=l,N
ST(I,J)=GLOK(I,J)

75 CONTINUE
DO 76 !=l,N
EM(I)=RMASS(I)

76 CONTI NUE
CALL PRINT5(ST,N)
CALL UNIT(A1,N)
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C STB=(I/SQRT(EM»*(ST)*(I!SQRT(~~». THE STI~F~~SS ~ATR

C I X
C ST IS TRANSFORMED INTO A FORM IN WHICH T~E JAC08! M~TH

C 00
C CAN BE APPLIED.
C

DO 10 I=I,N
10 EM( I ) =S Q~ T( E~ ( I ) )

DO 12 I=l,N
DO 12 J=l,N

12 STB(I,J)=ST(I,J)!(EM{J)*FM(I»
DO 20 KK=I,K
DO 15 I=l,N
DO 15 J=I,N
IF (I-J) 14,15,14

C
C T IS A UNIT MATRIX =XCEPT FOR T(I,I),T(J,J),T(I,J),
C AND T(J,Il. BY PRE AND POST MULTIPLYING STS BY T THE
C ELEMENT STB(I,J) IS SET=O. THIS ACTUALLY A SERIES OF
C ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATIONS TO QIAGONALIZE STB.AFTER ST
C B
C IS DIAGONALIZED IT WILL CONTAIN THE EIGENVALUES ON ITS
C MAIN DIAGONAL.
C

14 P= (ABS(STB(I,J».LT.l.OE-lO) GO TO 15
CALL UNIT(T,N)
DIFF=STB(I,I)-STB(J,J'
IF (ABSlDIFF)-.0000500l 30,30,32

3 0 T H= • 7 8 539 BE 0
GO TO 33

32 THC=2.0EO*STB(I,J)!DIFF
TH=.5EO*ATAN(THC)

33 T(I,I)=COS(TH)
T ( J , J) =T ( I , I )
T ( I, J '=-S INn H)
T ( J, I" =-T ( I ,J)

C
C CALCULATE THE TRANSPOSE OF T (TT).
C

CALL TRA(T,TT,N)
C
C TT*STB*T=STB
C

CALL PRMULT(STB,TH,I,J,N)
CALL POMULT(STB,TH,I,J,N)

c
C Al*T=Al. Al STORES THE RESULTS OF
C Tl*T2*T3 •••• TK.{THERE ARE K ITERATIONS).Al=SQRT{F~)*A

C WHERE AIS THE MODAL MATRIX.TI IS T FOR THE FIRST ITERA
C TION
C T2 IS T FOR THE SECOND ITERATION UP TO TK FOR THE KTH
C ITERATION.
C

CALL POMULT(Al,TH,I,J,Nl
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15 CONTI NUE
C
C THE MODAL MATRIX A=(l/SQRT(EM)t*~l.THE FIoST RQW Q~ A

C IS NORMALIZED TO 1
C

DO 18 J=l, N
DO 18 I=I,N

18 A( I,J )=Al( I,J)/EM( I)
20 CONTI NUF

DO 50 I=I,N
OMEGA( I )=SQRT (STB( I, It)

50 CONTI NUE
C
C SORT ~REQUENCIES AND EIGENVECTORS STARTING ~ROM MODE 1
C (LOWEST)
C AND GOING UP TO MODE N.
C

NN=N-l
DO 80 I=I,NN
L=I+l
DO 9 K=L,N
IF (OMEGA(Kt.GT.OMEGA(I» GO TO 9
WX=OMEGA(I)
OMEGA(I)=OMEGA(K)
OMEGA(K)=WX
DO 300 II=l,N
AX=A ( II , I )
A(II,I)=A'II,K)
A(II,K)=.\'(

300 CONTINUE
9 CONT I NUE

80 CONTI NUE
C
C PRINT OUT THE NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND EIGFNVfCTOR$.
C

DO 11 I=I,N
11 WRITr::(6,l22) I,OMC:GA(I)

1 2 2 FOR MAT (/ lOX, , FREQUE NC Y' , I 5 , , =' , FLO. 2 t
CALL PRINT5(A,N)
CALL TRA(A,ATR,N)
RETUR N
END
SUBROUTINE MULT(A,B,C,N)
DIMENSION A(12,12),B(12,12),C(12,lZ)
DO 10 I =1, N
DO 10 J=I,N
C<I,J)=O.OEO
DO 10 L=I,N

10 C(I,J)=C(I,J)+A(I,L)*B{L,J)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE UNIT(A,N)
DIMENSION A(12,12)
DO 10 1=1, N
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DO 8 J=1,N
8 ACI,J)=O.OEO

lot (I ,I) =1. OEO
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TRACA,B,N)
DIMENSION A(12,1Z) ,B(12,12)
DO 10 1=I,N
DO 10 J=1,N

10 B{I,J)=AeJ,I)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE POMUlT(STB,TH,I,J,N)
DIMENSION ST8(12,12),(12,2)
DO 1 II=I,N
( ( I I , 1') =STB( I I , I l *COS ( THl +STBC! I , J ) * SIN (T H)
C(II,2J=STB{II,JJ*COS(THt-STB(II,It*SIN(TH)

1 CONTI ~IJE

DO 2 !I=1,N
STB( I I, I ) =C ( I I, 1 )
STB(II,Jt=(II,2)

2 (ONTI NUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PRMULTCSTB,TH,I,J,N)
DIMENSION STB(12,12),C(2,12)
DO 1 JJ=l,N
CC1,JJ)=STB(!,JJ)*COS(TH)+ST6(J,JJ)*SINCTHl
C(Z,JJ)=STB(J ,JJ)*COS(TH)-STBe I,JJJ*SIN(TH)

1 CONTINUE .
DO 2 JJ=1,N
ST B( I , J J ) =C (l , J J )
STBeJ,JJ}=ceZ,JJ)

Z CONTINUE
RETUR N
END
SUBROUTINE PRINT5(A,Nl
DIMENSION AC12,lZ)
WRITE (6,20)
DO 10 1=1,N

10 WRITE(6,l2) (A(I,J),J=1,N)
12 FORMAT(lOX,lOE10.3)
20 FORMATC/!)

RETURN
END



APPENDIX B

1. Description of the Computer Program SAC

This program performs the seismic analysis of cracked nuclear contain

ment vessels. Only horizontal cracks are taken account of. Because shear

transfer across cracks exhibits stiffness characteristics which change with

the slip at the crack plane, the seismic analysis of cracked containment

vessels 1s nonlinear. The structure is idealized as a vertical cantilever

shear beam with the cracks contributing additional shear flexibility. The

mass of the vessel is lumped at the node points. Soil-structure inter

action is included through use of translational and rotational springs

which model the stiffness of the underlying soil. The damping properties

of the structure and soil are included by assigning critical damping ratios

for each mode of vibration. Effective critical damping ratios for each

mode (that include the large soil damping capacity) are calculated through

use of the subregioned energy proportion method. The symmetric fully

populated damping matrix is generated from the critical damping ratios in

the manner shown in section 4.4. Because the model is nonlinear direct

numerical integration of the equations of motion is performed using the

linear acceleration method.

2. Input to SAC

The same sample problem will be used as in Appendix A. The input is

similar except that the additional information of crack spacing and crack

stiffness will be input. It will be assumed that the horizontal cracks
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are spaced at 5' -6". The crack stiffness is input by specifying the six

pairs of values for shear stress and crack slip which define the second

cycle hysteresis loop (see Figure 5.6). Both cracked and uncracked values

for the moment of inertia must be input. The tluncracked" moment of

inertia occurs in the concrete between the horizontal cracks (see section

5.4). The cracked moment of inertia is the moment of inertia supplied

solely by the longitudinal reinforcing bars which cross the open horizontal

cracks. 1ne maximum number of beam segments which may be used is 5. This

could be increased by changing the pertinent DIMENSION statements (see

source listing of SAC). The units are kips, inches and seconds. The

times for which output is printed out may be controlled as described in

the next section.

CARD 1 (2FIO.O, 215)

cols 1-10: .0025 (recommended time step size)

cols 11-20: .25 (duration of analysis)

cals 21-25: 5 (number of beam segments)

cols 26- 30: 10 (number of base acceleration time points)

CARD 2 (IS, 2FIO.0)

cols 1-5: 1 (=1 if soil-structure interaction is to be

included, = 0 if not)

cols 6:"15:

cols 16-25:

CARD 3 (3FIO.0)

10.OEIO

100000.

cols 1-10: .05 (critical damping ratio for the containment)
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cols 11-20: .25 (critical damping ratio for translational

motion in underlying soil)

cols 21-30: .05 (critical damping ratio for rotational motion

in underlying soil)

CARD 4 (3FlO.0)

cols 1-10: 1500. (G, shear modulus, ksi)

cols 11-20: 3000. (E, Young's modulus, ksi)

cols 21-30: 837. (R , radius of the containment vessel cylinder)
c

CARD 5 (215)

cols 1-5 : 9 (number of cracks in top beam segment)

cols 6-10: 6 (number of cracks in 2nd beam segment)

cols 11-15: 6 (number of cracks in 3rd beam segment)

cols 16-20: 6 (number of cracks in 4th beam segment)

cols 21-25 : 3 (number of cracks in bottom beam segment)

CARD 6 (4FlO.0)

cols 1-10: 150000. (shear area of top beam segment)

cols 11-20: 592.5 (length of top beam segment)

cols 21-30: 9.0ElO (uncracked moment of inertia of top beam

segment)

cols 31-40: 2.0ElO (cracked moment of inertia of top beam

segment)

CARD 7 (4FlO.0)

cols 1-10: 150000. (shear area of 2nd beam segment)
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eo1s 11-20: 360. (length of 2nd beam segment)

eo1s 21-30: 9.0E10 (uneracked moment of inertia of 2nd beam

segment)

eo1s 31-40: 2.0E10 (cracked moment of inertia of 2nd beam

segment)

CARD 8 (4F10.0) (same as CARD 7 for 3rd beam segment)

CARD 9 (4F10.0) (same as CARD 7 for 4th beam segment)

CARD 10 (4F10.0)

co1s 1-10: 150000. (shear area of bottom beam segment)

eo1s 11-20: 180. (length of bottom beam segment)

eo1s 21-30: 9.0E10 (uncracked moment of inertia of bottom

beam segment)

co1s 31-40: 2.0E10 (cracked moment of inertia of bottom beam

segment)

CARD 11 (8F10.0)

co1s 1-10: 30. (m1)

eo1s 11-20: 8.0E06 (II)

co1s 21-30 : 25. (m2)

co1s 31-40: 8.0E06 (I2)

eo1s 41-50: 25. (m3)

eols 51-60: 8.0E06 (1 3)

eols 61-70: 25. (m4)

eols 71-80 : 8.0E06 (1 4)
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CARD 12 (4FlO.0)

ea1s 1-10; 25. (m
S

)

ea1s 11-20; 8.0E06 (IS)

ea1s 21-30: 60. (m
f

)

ea1s 31-40: 13.0E06 (If)

CARD 13 (2F10.0)

eals 1-10; .03 (r 1 in Figure 5.6)

ea1s 11-20: .0027 (AI in Figure 5.6)

CARD 14 (2F10.0)

ea1s 1-10: .110 (T2 in Figure 5.6)

ea1s 11-20; .005 (A 2 in Figure 5.6)

CARD 15 (2FI0.0)

eals 1-10: -.00053 (T 3 in Figure 5.6)

ea1s 11-20: .0037 (A 3 in Figure 5.6)

CARD 16 (2F10.0)

ea1s 1-10; -.03 (T 4 in Figure 5.6)

eals 11-20; -.0027 (A
4

in Figure 5.6)

CARD 17 (2FlO.0)

ea1s 1-10: -.110 (t 5 in Figure 5.6)

eals 11-20: -.005 (AS :in Figure 5.6)
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CARD 18 (2FI0.0)

cols 1-10: .00053 ('6 in Figure 5.6)

cols 11-20: -.0037 (~6 in Figure 5.6)

CARD 19 (IS)

co1s 1-5: 3 (number of printout intervals)

CARD 20 (3F8.0)

cols 1-8: .10 (1st printout interval)

co1s 9-16: .20 (2nd printout interval)

co1s 17-24: .26 (3rd printout interval)

CARD 21 (3F8.0)

co1s 1-8: .025 (time between printouts in 1st interval)

co1s 9-16: .01 (time between printouts in 2nd interval)

co1s 17-24: .025 (time between printouts in 3rd interval)

CARD 22 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10: o. (time in seconds of base acceleration)

co1s 11-20: .084 (base acceleration, fraction of g, accelera

tion of gravity)

CARD 23 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10: .023 (time in seconds of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .158 (base acceleration)
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CARD 24 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10: .058 (time in seconds of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .271 (base acceleration)

CARD 25 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10:

cols 11-20:

CARD 26 (2FlO.O)

cols 1-10:

cols 11-20:

.083 (time in seconds of base acceleration)

.349 (base acceleration)

.113 (time in seconds of base acceleration)

.446 (base acceleration)

CARD 27 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10: .149 (time in seconds of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .509 (base acceleration)

CARD 28 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10: .186 (time in seconds of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .382 (base acceleration)

CARD 29 (2FlO.0)

cols 1-10:

cols 11-20:

.23 (time in seconds of base acceleration)

.191 (base acceleration)

CARD 30 (2FI0.0)

cols 1-10: .256 (time in seconds of base acceleration)

cols 11-20: .058 (base acceleration)
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CARD 31 (2F10.0)

cols 1-10:

co1s 11-20:

.3 (time in seconds of base acceleration)

O. (base acceleration)

3. Output from SAC

The times at which output is desired is controlled in the manner shown

by CARDS 19, 20, 21. CARD 19 inputs the number of printout time intervals.

In this case the first printout interval is from t = 0 to t = .10 seconds.

In this interval the time between printouts is .025 seconds so the first

three printouts occur at t = 0, .025, .05. At t = .10 the time between

printouts changes to .01 seconds. Printouts occur at t = .10, .11, .12

At t = .20 the time between printouts changes back to .025 seconds

again. The maximum number of different printout time intervals which may

be specified on CARD 19 is 10.

For each printout time the translational displacements, shear stresses

and crack displacements in the containment are printed out. In the dis

placement column the top number corresponds to the displacement of the top

mass, the second number corresponds to the displacement of the second mass

and so on down. The shear stress and crack slip columns have the values

for the top beam segment in the first row, the second beam segment values

in the second row and so on. After the analysis is completed the maximum

values for shear stress, bending stress, displacements (including rota

tional and soil degrees of freedom) and crack slip are output. Units are

kips, inches and seconds.
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C ******** SAC ********
C THIS PROGRA~,NAMED SAC (SEISMIC ANALYSIS INCLUDING CRA
C CK S ),
C PERFORMS THE SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF eQACK~D NUCLEAR C~~TA

C I NMENT
C VESSELS. TH~ CONTAINMENT VESSEL IS MODELED BY 4 V~PTIC

C AL
e CANTIlEV~R SHEAR BEAM WITH 5 LUMPED MASSES. AT E~CH M.A
C SS
C POINT 2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM EXIST, ROTATIONAL AND TRANSL
C ATIONllL.
C THE SOIL UNDERLYING THE CONTAINM~NT VESSEL ~CUNDATI8N

C IS
C MODELED BY 2 SPDINGS,TRANSLATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL. IN
C ALL
C THERE ARE 1Z DEGREES OF FRE~DOM.

C
CCMMON IDYN/RMASS( 1Z) i,DAMP( 1Z, 1Z) ,CK( 6) ,CFORCE( 12) ,f-QF

e OR<lZ),
1RKFOR ( 1Z) ,0 L0 FOR ( 1Z ) , R I NF OR ( 12) , Ace ( 12) ,D I SP( 12) , VEL ( 1
C 2) ,
ZOLDVEL(lZ),OLDACC(lZ)vSHEAR(1Z),OLDSHR( 1Z),REL(1Z),nLD
C AMP(lZ),
3 SHE AR K( 5) , Gl 0 K ( 1Z , 12) l' NC R( 5) , OL DC K ( 6) ,~LDI PD ( 5) ,0 LDR EL
C (1Z),RK(S)
4,TK(6),OLDISP(1Z)
CDMM~N IEIG/OMEGA(1Z),A(12,1Z),ATR(1Z,12),D(1Z)
COMMON IB/RLOAD(6),DELTA(6),IPD("i),NCYClE(5),RLOAr)N(5,

C 6) ,
1DELTAN(5,6)

COMMON IPROP/AS(S) ,RIZ(S) ,SU5) ,E,G,SIZ(S)
C
CHIS THE TIM~ STEP SIZE AND ENDTI~ IS THE TOTAL DURATI
C ON
C OF THE SEISMIC ANALYSIS. NSEG IS THE NUMgER OF B~AM SE
C GME NTS.
C NTP IS THE NUM8ER OF GROUND ACCELERATION TI~E POINTS.
C NH IS
C THE TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME STEPS. BETA2 IS THE CONSTANT
C CRITICAL DAMPING RATIO OF THE CONTAINMENT VESSEL. I~ I
C ROT
C =1 THEN SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION IS TO BE INCLUDED.
C ROTK
C AND TRANSK ARE THE ROTATIONAL AND TRANSLATIO~AL SOIL S
C PRING
C CONSTANTS. CROT AND CTRANS ARE TH~ SOIL CRITICAL DAMPI
C NG RATIOS
C FOR ROTATIONAL AND TRll.NSlAT IONAL MOTION. G AND E AQI= T
C HE SHEAR
C AND YOUNG,S MODULII FOR CONCRETE. R IS THE RADIUS 01= T
C HF
C CONTAINMENT VESSEL WALL. NCR(I) IS THE NUMBER OF HORIZ
C ONT Al
C CRACKS IN THE ITH BEAM SEGM~NT. AS(I) AND SUI) ARE TH
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C E SHEAq
C APr::A AND LENGTH OF THE ITH BCAM SEGMENT. RIll I) IS THr:::
C MOMENT
C OF INERTIA O~ THE Uf\lCRACKED COf\lCRETc. SIl(I) IS THF MO
C MENT
C OF INERTIA AT THE HORIlOf\lTAL CRACK ~p THE M~MENT ~F IN
C ERT I A
C PROVIDcD BY THE LONGITUDINAL REBARS ONLLY. RMASS CONTA
C INS THE
C VALUES OF THE LUMPED MASSES. RLOAD( 1 •• • 6) Af\lD r)EL TA( 1.
e •• 6)
C CONTAIN THE SHEAR STRESS AND CRACK SLIP FOR THe 6 POIN
C TS
C WHICH DEFINE THE SECOND CYCLE HYSTERESIS LOOP WHICH IN
C TURN
C DEFINES THE HORIZONT~L CRACK STIFFNESS. STIFFl IS THE
C CRACK
C STIFFNESS FOR THE FIRST CYCLE. DINC IS THE INCREASE IN
C DELTAll)
C WHICH OCCURS WITH EACH ADDITIONAL LOAD CYCLE.
C

READlS,lOO) H,ENDTIM,NSEG,NTP,NH

N=2*NSEG
P.EAO(S,106) IPOT,ROTK,TRANSK
READlS,lOl) BETA2,CTRANS,CPOT
IFLAG=O
JFLAG=O
KFL AG=O
ISTIFF=O
KREF=l
LFLAG=O
K=3
DINC=.OOOl
T=O.
BETA=.1666667
OH=H
NM=4
NDOF=N
NQUAKE=N
READ(S,lOl) G,E,R
READ(S,llO) lNCR(I),I=l,NSEG)
DO 1 I=l,NSEG
READ(S,101) AS(I),SL(I),RIZ(I),SIZ( I)
SHEARK(I)=G*AS(I)/SL(I)

1 CONTINUE
IF (IROT.EQ.O) GO TO 60
NDOF=N+2
NQUAKE=N+l

60 CONT I NUE
READ(S,lOU (RMASS(l) ,1=1,8)
PEAD(S,lOU (RMASS(I),I=9,NDOF)

C
C INPUT THE P-DELTA RELATIONSHIP FQR THE HYSTERESIS LOOP
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c s
C BY PEAOING IN RLOAD(1 •••• 6) AND OELTA(1 •••• 6).

DO ZOO 1=1,6
PEAD(S,ZOl) qLOAO(I),DELTA(I)

201 FORMAT{2FI0.0)
2 00 C0 NT I NU E

T •

INITIALLY THE HYSTERESIS LOOPS CORRESPONDING TO THE SE
COND CYCLE

ARE INPUT FOR ALL BEAM SEGMENTS.

THE ~ATRICES DELTAN AND PLOADN STORE THE SLIP AND SHEA
R STRESS

WHICH DEFINE THE HYSTERESIS LOOPS FOP ~ACH BEAM SfGMEN

701
700

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
r:
c

c
C NOW THtT THE P-DELTA RELATIONSHIP HAS RE~N QE~D TN
C THE SLOPE OF EACH STRAIGHT LINE SEG~ENT WHICH M~KES UP
C THE
C HYSTEPESIS LJOP IS CQMPUTEO.TH~N TH~ V~CTOR OF SHEAD S
C TIFFNESSES
C FOR THE BEA/.Jl SEGMENTS (TK) IS C()~PUT~D.

C
RK{l)=1R.3
RK(2)=(RLOAO(2)-RLOAO(1»!(DELTA(2)-DELTA(1»
PK(3)=(QLOAO(3)-RLOAD{Z»!(OELTA(3)-OELTA(Z»
RK(4)=(RLOAD(4)-RLOAD(3»!(DELTA(4)-DELTA(3»
RK(S)=18.3
PK(6)=RK(Z)
R K ( 7) =R K ( 3 )
RK(8)=PK(4)
DO 70'J 1=1,8
WRITE(6,70l) RK(I)
FORMAT{10X,E14.7)
CONTINUE

DO 703 I=l,NSEG
DEL TAN( 1,1 }=DEL TA( It
DELTAN(I,Z)=DELTA(Z)
DELTAN(I,3)=DELTA(3)
DEL TAN{ I,4)=DELTA(4)
DELTAN(I,S)=DELTA(S)
DELTANlI,6)=OELTA(6)
RLOADN(I,l)=RLOAD(l)
RLOADN(I,Z)=RLOADl2)
RLOADN(I,3)=RLOAD(3)
RLOADN(I,4)=RLOAD{4)
RLOADN(I,S)=RLOAD(S)
RLOADN(I,6)=RLOAO(b)

703 CONTI NUE
DO 10 I=l,NSEG
CK( I )=RK( 1)

10 CONTI NUE
UL=2.5
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C~LL STI~F(N,NS~G,IROT,ROTK,TDANSK,KPE~,ISTIFF,UL)

CALL JACOBY(NDOF,K)
CALL PATIO(N,BETA2,CTOA~S,CROT,TRA~SK,ROTK,UL)

CALL IND~MP(NDOF)

DO 102 1= 1, NH
NFLAG=O
I F (I. EQ. 1) GOT 0 300
IF (H. LT. O. l GO TO 999
CALL STI~F(~,NSfG,IRGT,ROTK,TRANSK,KREF,ISTIFF,ULt

CALL INQUAK(T,NTP,NQUAKE,H,IFLAG)
CALL NUMINT(H,T,BETA,NDCF,IROT,ENDTIM,P)
IF (T.GT.ENDTIM) GO TO lOS

300 CALL INHYST(~,T,OH,NSEG,JFLAG,PRINT,KP~F,NFLAG)

IF (I.EQ.1) GO TO 102
IF (NFLAG.EQ.l) GO TO 102
CALL CYCLE(NSEG,LFLAG,DINCl

1 02 C0 NT I NU E
100 FORMAT(2FI0.0,SISt
101 FORMAT(8F10.0)
106 FORMAT(I5,2F10.0)
110 FOR,MAT(SI5)
999 WRITE(6,998) T,H
998 FORMAT(/I0X,2E14.7)
lOS STOP

END
SUBROUTINE STIFI:(N,NTR,IROT,POTK,TRANSK,KRI:F, ISTIFF,UL

C )
C THIS SU8ROUTINE COMPUTES THE GLOBAL STIFI:NESS M~TRIX W
C HICH
C IS STORED IN GLOK. THE VECTO~ TK CONTAINS THE SHEAR
C FLEXIBILITIES OF TH~ CONTAINMFNT VESSEL. 1./SHEARK(I)
C IS
C THE FLASTIC FLEXIBILITY OF TH~ UNCR~CK~D CONS RET":. FOR
C THE
,. ITH BEAM SEGMENT NCR.(I)/(AS(I)*CK(I) IS TH>: TOTAL SHE
C o.P
C FLEXIBILITY 0F ALL THE HORIZONTAL COACKS IN THE BEAM S
C EGM ENT •
C

COMMON IDYN/RMASS<l2) ,DAMP<l2,l2) ,CK(6) ,C~ORCE<l2),::QF

C OR(lZ),
lRKFOR<lZ) ,OLDFOR<l2),RINFQR<l2) ,ACe( 12) ,DISP( 12) ,VEL< 1
C Z) ,
20LDV FL( 12 ) , 0 LOA CC( 12 ) , SHE AP ( 12) ,!J LOS HR( 12 ) ,R EL( 12 ) ,0 L D
C AMP(l2),
3SHE AQ K( 5) ,G LO K( 12, lZ) , NC R( 5) ,OL DC K( 6) , NL0 I PO ( 5 ) , 0 LDQ EL
C <12 ) , RK ( 8 )
4,TK(6),OLDISP{12t

COMMON IPROP/AS(5),RIZ( 5) ,SU 5) ,E,G,SIZ(S)
DIM~NSION ELK(4,4),VK(5)
DIMENSION A(S),B(5),C(S)

C
C IF IROT=1 THEN SOIL STRUCTURE INTERACTION IS TO BE INC
C LUDED.
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c
IF (KREF.FQ.O) GO T~ 45
NN=N
Of] 1 ! =1, NT R
TK(I)=(NCR(I)/(CK(!)*aS(!»)+(1./SHEAPK(I) )

1 CONTINU~

20 CONTINUE
C
C SET UP THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS ~ATPIX ,GlOK{N,NI.
C

N1=N-l
NN=N+2
DO 13 I=1,NN
DO 13 J=1,NN
GlOK(I,JI=O.

13 CONTI NUE
DO 10 1=1, N1 , 2
IF (ISTIFF.GT.3) GO TO 222

c
C S~T UP THE BEAM ELEMENT STIFFN~SS MATRIX ELK(4,4) FOR
C THE LTH
C BEAM SEGMENT.
C

L=(I+l)/2
EI=E>.'<PIZ(L)
SUM=O.
SUM2 =0.
NC=NCR(L)
RNC=NCR(L)
DO 22 K=1,NC
AK=K
RX=(2.*AK-1.)/(2.*RNC)
SUM =S UM+Q. X
SUM2 =SUM2+R X~< *2

22 CONTINUE
A(L)=«1./SIZ(L)-{l./RIZ(L»))*SL{L)**2*UL*SUM2/E
B(L)=«1./SIZ(L)-(1./RIZ(LI»*SL{L)*UL*SUM/~

C ( L )= ( ( 1 .1 S IZ (L ) )- ( 1 • 1 R I Z ( L ) ) ) *UL*N CR ( L) I E
222 CONTI NUE

L=(I+1)/2
EI=I::*RIZ(L)
DET=SL(L)**4/(12.*EI**Z)+TK(L)*SL(L)/EI+A(L)*SL(L)/EI+

C C(L)*
1(SL{L)**3/(3.*E!)+TK(L)+A{L»-8(L)*Sl(L)**2/EI-8{l)**2

X=l./DET
F LK ( 1 ,1 ) = X* ( ( SL( L) 1E! )+C( L) )
!== LK(l ,2 ) =""'"X * ( (S L( L)** 21 ( 2 • * E! ) ) +R( l ) )
ELK(1,3)=-ELK(1,1)
ELK(1,41=X*(B{L)-(SL(l)**2/{2.*~I»-C(L)*SL(L»
ELK{Z,Z)=X*«SL{L)**3/{3.*EII )+TK{L)+A(L»
ELK{Z,3)=-ELK(1,Z)
ELK(Z,4)=X*(SUL )**3/(6.>:<1:1 )+8( L)*SU U-TK(L)-~(l)I
EL K(3 ,3 ) :: ELK ( 1 , 1 )
ELK(3,4)=-ELK(1,2)
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ELK(4,4)=ELK(2,2)
DO 3 K=1,4
DO 3 J=l,K

3 ELK(K,J)=ELK(J,K)
GLOK( 1,I)=ELK(l,l)+GLOK<I,Il
GL OK ( 1+1 , 1+1 ) =ELK ( 2, 2 ) +GLOK ( T+1 , r +1 )
GLOK(I+l,I)=ELK(2,1)+GLOK(I+l,l)
GLOK ( 1+2, I ) =ELK ( 3, 1 )
GLOK ( 1+3, I ) =ELK ( 4, 1 )
GLOK ( 1+2, 1+1) =ELK ( 3 ,2 )
GLOK(I+3,I+l)=ELK(4,2)
GLOK(I+2,I+2)=ELK(3,3)
GLOK(I+3,I+2)=ELK(4,3)
GLOK( 1+3, 1+3)=ELK(4,4)

10 CONTI r-JUE
DO 11 l=l,NN
DO 11 J=l,r-JN

11 GLOK(I,J)=GLOK(J,I)
IF (IROT.EQ.O) GO TO 44

C
C ADD TO THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MAT~IX THE TPANSLATIONAL
C T~ANSK) AND ROTATIONAL (POTK) SOIL SPRINGS WHICH MODEL
C THE STIF~NESS OF THE Ur-JDERLYING SOIL.
C

GLOK(NN-l,NN-l)=GLOK(r-JN-l,NN-l)+T~ANSK

GLOK( NN,NN)=GLOK(NN,NN)+ROTK
44 ISTIFF=ISTIFF+l
45 CONT I NUE

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NUMIr-JT(H,T,BETA,N,I~OT,ENDTIM,P)

C
C THIS SUB~OUTINE CALCULATES THE CHANGES IN DISPLACEMENT
C
C VELOCITY AND ACCELE~ATION FOR EACH TIMC. STEP IN THE SE
C ISMIC
C ANALYSIS. DDF(I) AND DSF(I) ARE THE CHA~GES F0R EACH T
C IfI.1E
C STEP IN DAMPIr-JG AND SRING FORC= FOR THE ITH DEGREE OF
C FREEDOM.
C CFORCE(l),RKFOR(1) AND RINFOQ(l) CONTAIN THE TOTAL DAM
C PIN G
C FORCES,SPRING FORCES AND INERTIAL FORCES AT TIME T. 01
C SP ( I)

C , VEL (1) AND ACC(I) A~ E THE DIS P LAC EMEN T, VEL OC I TY AND
C ACCELERATION FOR THE ITH DEGREE OF FREEDOM AT TIMC. T.
C SHEAR(J)
C CONTAINS THE SHEAR FORCE IN THE ITH BEAM SEGMENT. ~EL(

C I) IS
C THE CRACK SLIP FOR THE C~ACKS IN THE ITH BEAM SEGMENT.
C OLDSHR (I l ,OLDAMP( I) ,OLDFOR( I) ,OLDA.CC( I l ,OLDVEL (I lAND
C OLDISP(I) CONTAIN THE SHEAR, DAMPING F~~CE,SPRING FORC
C E,ACC-
C ELERATION,VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT FOP THE ITH DEGREE
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c en:
c ~PfEDOM ~T THE PR~VIOUS TIME POINT.
e

DIMENSION ZMOM(5},Z~AX(5}

DIMENSION D~lACC(12),DElDSP(12),DElV~l(12)

COM MO NIP R0 PI AS ( 5) , R IZ ( 5) , S L( 5) , E , G, SI Z ( 5)
n I ME NS ION X( 1 Z )
COMMON /f)YN/R"'1ASS(12),DAMP(12,IZ),CK(6),CFfJ~CE(lz),EQF

C OR(IZ),
1 RKFOP ( 1Z) ,0 l DFOR ( 1Z ) , R I NF fJ R ( 12 ) , Ace ( 12 ) , DIS P ( 12 ) , VEL ( 1
C Z ) ,
ZOL DV El ( 12 ) , OL DA CC ( 12 ) , SH!: nR ( 12 ) ,0 LDS HR ( 12) , Q c: L ( 12) , nLD
C AMP(lZ),
35HEAOK(5) ,GLOK( 12,12) ,NCR( 5) ,OLDCK( 6) ,"lLDIPD( 5) ,OLDR~L
C (IZ),RK(S)
4,TK(6),OLDISP(IZ)

DI"'1ENSION ODF(lZ),DSF(1Z} ,EQE~R(12)

DIMENSION SHRMAX( Izt ,DISMAX(1Z) ,Rr:;LMAX(1Z)
e
C THE VELOCITIES AND DISPltCE"'1~"lTS QF THr:; LUMP~D M~SSFS

C ARE SET EQUAL TO THEIR INITIAL VALue.
C

I~ (T.GT.O.) GO TO 302
NP=N
Nl=NP-l
NP2=N/2
IF (IROT.EO.O) GO TfJ 447
NP=N-Z
NI=NP-1
NPZ=NP/Z

447 CO NT I NU E
00 32 I=I,N
DDF( I )=0.
DSF(I)=O.
CFORCE(I)=O.
DKFOD(I)=O.
DISP( 1)=0.
VEUI)=O.
ACe ( I )=EQFOR ( I } IR MAS S ( I )
RINFOR(I)=RMASS(I)*ACC(I)
DELDSP(I)=O.
DELVEUI)=O.
DELACC(!)=O.
SHEAR(I)=O.
REL(It=O.
OLDSHR(!)=O.
OlDAMP(I)=O.
OLDISP(!)=O.
OLDREl( I) =0.
OLDFOR(I)=O.
OLDACC(I)=O.
OLDVEU I) =0.
SHRMAX(!)=$HEAR(I)
DISMAX( I)=DISP( I)
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R ELMA X( I )=R EL( I )
32 CONTINUE

00 23 I=1,NP2
ZMAX(I)=O.

23 CONTINUE
GO TO 84

c
C THE CHANGES IN DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITY FOR THIS TIME
C STEP ARE
C CALCULATED ACCORDING TO THE NEWMARK BETA METHOD. ~IRST

C THE VALUE
C FOR TH~ CHANGE IN ACCELERATION (DELACC) FOR THE PR~VIO

C US TIME
C STEP IS ASSUMED FOR TH~ PRESENT TIME ST~p. THF :HANGE
C I N THE
C VELOC ITY (DELVEU AND DISPLACEMENT (DELDSP) CAN THEN g
C E SOLVED
C FOR.
C

302 IT ER=O
300 ITER= ITER+l

DO 49 L=l,N
X{ U =DELDSP( L)
DELVEL(L)=(2.*ACC(L)+DELACC(L»*H/2.
DELDSP(L)=(VEL(L)*H)+(.5-BETA)*ACC(L)*H**2 + BETA*(ACC

C ( L)

1+DELACC(L)*H**2
49 CONTINUE

IF (ITER.LT.4) GO TO 48
JOUT=O
00 45 1=1, N
IF (DELDSP(I).EQ.O.) GO TO 45
IF (ABS«DELDSP(I}-X(!)/DELDSP(I».U: •• OOU GO TO 45
JOUT =1

45 CONTINUe:
IF (JOUT.EQ.O) GO TO 350

48 DO 44 I=l,N
DO 99 K=l,N
DOF(I)=DAMP(I,K)*OELVEL(K)+DDF(I)
DSF( r) =GLOK( I ,K)*DElDSP(K )+05 F( I)

99 CONTINUE
C
C EQERR IS THE ERROR IN EQUILIBRIUM DUE TO THE ASSUMPTIO
C N OF
C VALUES FOR DELACC.
C

EQERR(I)=(R!N~OR(I)+QMASS(I)*DELACC(I»)+(CFORCE(!)+DDF

C (I))

1+ (RKF OR ( I ) +DS F( I) ) -EO FOR ( I)
DSF( I )=0.
DDF(!)=O.

44 CONTINUE
DO 47 I=l,N
DEL ACC( I ) =( RM ASS ( I ) *0 EL ACC( I ) - EQ ERR ( I ) ) I ( RMAS S( I ) )
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47 CONTINUE
GO TO 300

350 CONTI NUE
DO 98 l=l,N
DO 97 K=I,N
OS F ( I ) =G L0 K( I ,K) * 0 E= LOS P ( K) + OS F CI )
OOF( I )=OAMP(! ,K)*OELVEl(K)+DOF(!)

97 C0 NT I NU '=
OlOFOR(I)=PKFOR(!)
OLOISP(! )=D!SP( I}
OLDVEL(!)=VEL(!)
OLOACC(!)=ACC(I)
OLDSHR(I}=SHEAR(!)
OLOAMP(I)=CFORCE(I)
OLOREL(I)=RELCI)

C
C THE VALUES OF OISPLACEMENT,VtLOCITTY AND ~CCELE~AT!ON

C FOT TI ME
C T ARE CALCULATED.
C

OISP( I)=I)ISDCI)+OELDSP(I)
VEL ( 1 )=VEL ( 1 ) +OEL VEL( I)

ACC(I}=ACC(I)+OELACC( I)
RKFOR (I) =RKFOR( I) +OSF (I)
PINFOR(I}=RM~SS(I)*ACC(I)

CFORCE(I)=CFORCE(I)+DOF{I)
SHEAR (I) =0.
ODF(I)=O.
OSF(I)=O.

98 CONTI NUE
DO 401 1= 1, No 2
IS=2>:'1-1
DO 72 K=I,IS,2
SHEAP(I)=RKFOR(K)+SHEAR(I)
IF (I.GT.I) GO TO 28
ZMOM ( U =RKFOR (1) *Sl( 1 )
GO TO 72

28 ZMOMC!)=ZMOM(I-l}+SHEAP(I)*SL(I)
72 CONTINUE

401 CONTI NUt::
DO 201 !=I,NP2
SHEAR (I )=SHEAR( I) IAS( I)
ZMOM(I)=ZMOM(I)*R/RIZ(I)

201 CONTI NUE
DO 540 I=I,NP2
PEL( I ) =0 LOR EL (1 ) + ( SHE AR ( I )- 0 L OS HR ( I) ) Ie K ( I )

540 CONTINUE
DO 501 1= 1, N
1 F (A BS( 0 t S MA X( I ) ) • GE • ABS ( 0 IS P ( 1 ) ) GOT!J 501
DIS MAX( I ) =0 I S P ( I )

5 Ole 0 NT I NU E
DO 701 1=I,NP2
IF (ABS(SHRMAX(I).GE.ABS(SHEAR,(I}» GO TO 601
SHRMAX(I)=SHEAR(I)
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601 IF (ABS(ZMAX(l).GE.ABS(ZMOM(I)) GO TO 801
ZMAX( I)=ZMOM( I)

801 IF (ABS(Q.ELMAX(I).GE.ABS(REUl)) GG TO 701
RELMAX(I)=REL(I)

7 01 C0NT I NU E
IF (T.LT.ENDTIM) GO TO 84
WRITE(6,1)

1 FORMAT(/llX,'MAXIMU~ SHEAR',3X,'MAXIMUM DISPLAC~~ENT',

C 3X,
l'MAX CRACK DISPLACEMENT',3X,'MAX BENDING STRESS')

DO 411 I=l,NPZ
411 WRITE(6,Zl SHRMAX(I),DISMAX(I),R!:LMAX(Il,lMAX(I)

Z FORMAT(10X,E14.7,6X,E14.7,10X,E14.7,9X,~14.7)

DO 41Z I=6,N
41Z WR!TE(6,3) DISMAXl!)

3 FORMATl30X,E14.7)
WRITE(6,333J (CK(I),I=I,S)

333 FORMAT(/10X,5E14.7)
CALL PRINT5(GLOK,1Z)

84 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RATIO(N,BETAZ,CTRANS,CROT,TRANSK,ROTK,UL)
COMMON IDYN/RMASSl lZ) ,DAMPl lZ,12) ,CK(6) ,CFORC~lIZ) ,EQI=

C OR(lZ),
lRKFOR lIZ) ,OLDFOR( 1Z), RINFOR(lZ) ,ACC(lZ) ,DISP( 12) ,VELO
C Z),
ZOlDVI=Ll1Z),OLDACC(1Z),SHEAR(1Z),OLDSHR( lZ),RELllZ),OLD
C AMPllZl,
3SHEARK(S),GLOK(12,lZ),NCR(S),~LDCK(6},~LDIPD(S),OLDREL

C (IZ),RK(8)
4, TK( 6) ,OLDI SP (12)

COMMON IEIG/OMEGA(lZ),A(lZ,lZ),ATR(IZ,1Z),D(lZ)
COMMON /PROP/AS(S) ,RIl(S) ,SUS) ,E,G,SIl(S)
DIMENSION V(Sl,RMOM{S)
DIMENSION EN(lZ,lZ},ET(lZ),B(1Z)

C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED ONLY Ie SOIL STRUCTUPE INTEo
C ACTION
C IS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSIS. SINCE THE CRITIC~L

C DAMPING
C PATIOS IN THE STRUCTURAL AND SOIL D~GPc~S OF FREEDOM U
C SUALL Y
C DIFfER BY A LARGE AMOUNT SOME COMMON M~DAL DAMPING VAL
C UES
C ARE REQUIRED. THE SUBREGIONED ENERGY PRJPORTIGN METHOD
C IS USED TO DO THIS. THE STEPS INVOLVED IN THE METHOD A
C R!:
C EXPLAINED BELOW.
C
C FIRST SET UP THE VECTOR B WHICH CONTAINS THE CRITICAL

, C DAMPING
C RATIO FOR EACH MASS. THE DAMPING RATIO FOR ALL TH~ STR
C UCTURAL
C MASSES IS BETAZ. THE TRANSLATIONAL SOIL DAMPING PATIO
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C IS CTP~NS

C AND THE ROTATIONAL SOIL DAMPING ~ATIO IS CROT.
C

NM=12
N2=N/2
DO 100 1= 1, N
B(l)=BETAZ

100 CONTINUr::
B(N+l )=CTRANS
B(N+2) =CR OT

c
C NOW COMPUTE THE STRAIN ENERGY IN THf: ITH MASS. TH'- STR
CAIN
C ENERGY FOR EACH LUMPED MASS FOq ~ACH MQDE IS STORED IN
C THE MATRIX EN.THE !NTfPNAL MODAL STRAIN ~NERGY IS Q~E

C HAL~ THE PRODUCT O~ THE AVERAGE INTERNAL FOQCES AT THE
C LUMPED MASS AND THE MODAL DISPLACFMENT.
C

DO 1 J=l,NM
DO 2 !=1,N2
SK=NCR(!)/(CK(I)*AS(I»+(I./SHEAPK(!»
EI=E>~RIZ(I)

SUM=O.
SU M2 =0.
NC=NCP(!)
RNC=NCP(I)
DO 22 K=I,NC
AK=K
RX=(2.*AK-l.)/(Z.*RNC)
SUM=SUM+RX
SUM2= SUM2+RX**Z

22 CONTINUE
XF =( 1 • / SI Z( I )-1 .1 RI Z( I ) ) 1 E
S=XF*UL*SL(!)**2*SUM2
T=XF*UL*SL(I)*SUM
C=XF>~' UL*NCR (! )
AA=XF*UL**3*SUMZ/6.
BB=XF*UL**Z*SUM/Z.
DET=SL(!)**4/(12.*EI**2)+SL(II*SK/E!+S*Sl(II/EI+C*

1(SL(I)**3/EI+SK+S)-T*SL(I)**2/EI-T**2
PMOM ( I ) = ( ( A( 2 *1+ 1 , J )- A( 2* 1-1, J ) ) * ( SL( I ) ** 21 EI +T) +A( 2 'n

C ,J ) *
1 ( SL( I ) **31 E1+ SK+S ) +A( 2*! +2, J ) * ( SL ( t ) '::*3 IE 1+ T* SL( I )
2-SK-S» IDET
V(!)=«A(Z*I-l,Jl-A(Z*!+1,J»*(Sl(I)/EI+C)-A(2*!,J)*(S

C L( ! ) *'::2
1/(2.*E!)+T)+A(2*I+Z,J)*(T-SLiI)**Z/(2.*EI)-SL(I)*C»~D

C ET
EN(2*!-1,J)=V(!)**2*SK/2.
EN(2*!,J)=(1./C2.*E*PIZ(I»)*iRMOM(I)**2*Sl(I)+RMOM(II

C *V ( I)
1*SL( I )**2+V( I )**2*Sl(! )**3/3.)
EN(2*I,J)=EN(2*I,J)+RMOM(I)**2*UL*XF/2.+RMOM(II*V(!)*~

C B+
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1V(I)**Z*AA
Z CONTINUE

=N(N+1,J)=TRANSK*A(N+1,J)**Z*.5
=N(N+Z,J)=ROTK*A(N+Z,J)**Z*.5

1 CONTINU=
C
C COMPUT= THE TOTAL ENERGY IN =ACH MOO= ~NO STO~= IN V=C
C TOR
C ET.
C

00 7 I=l,NM
ET(1)=O.
DO 7 J=l,NM
ET ( I )=EN ( J , I )+ET( ! )

7 CONT I NU E
C
C NOW COMPUTE THE MODAL OAMPI~G ~ATIOS (ST8~~D IN VECTO~

CD) •
C

DO 8 I=l,NM
0(1)=0.
DO 8 J=l,NM
O( I )=EN(J, I )*B(J)+O(!)

8 C ONT I NUE
DO 13 I=l,NM
O( I )=D{ I )/ET( I)

13 CaNT I NU E
DO 9 I=l,NM
WRITE(6,12) 1,0(1)

9 CONTINUE
12 ~ORMAT(/10X,'MOOAL DAMPING FOR MODE',I1,'=',E10.3)

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INOAMP(N)
COMMON 10YN/RMASS( 12) ,O~MP( 12, 1Z) ,CK( 6) ,CFOqCE( 12) ,EQF

C OR(1Z),
lRKFOR(12) ,OLOFOR(12),RINFOP{lZ) ,ACC(lZ) ,DISP(lZ),VEL(l
C Z ),
ZOLOVEl(12),OLOACC(121,S~EAR{12),OLDSHR(1Z),REL(12),OlD
C AMP{lZ),
3SHEAPK(S),GLOK(lZ,lZ),NCR(S),OLDCK(6),NLDIPO(S),OLDqEL
C <lZ),RK(S)
4,TK(6),OLOISP(lZI

COMMON IEIG/OMEGA(lZ),A(lZ,lZ),ATR(12,lZ),0(lZ)
OIMENSIO~ C{lZ,12)

C
C FROM MODAL ANALYSIS,DAMP(N,N)=INV{~TR(N,N»*CBAR(N,N)*

C INV(A(N,N)
C WHERE CB~R(N,N) IS A DIAGONAL MATqIX WITH THE TERMS C(
C I,!)2.*0(l)
C *OMEGA(I).THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS COMPUTE DAMP{N,N) U
C SING T'HE
C FACT THAT INV(A(N,N»=AT~(N,N)*~MASS(N,N).

C
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00 1 1=1,'"
00 1 J=l,N
C( I, J ) = 2 • *0 ( J ) * 0 MEG A( J ) * A( I ,J »:< Q MAS S( I )

1 CONT I NU E
CALL MULT(C,ATR~DAMP,N)

DO 2 I =1, N
DO 2 J=l,N
OAMP(I,JI=OAMP(I,JI*RMASS(J)

2 CONT! NUE
DO 3 I=l,N

3 WRIT':(6,41 (OAMP(I,J),J=l,N)
4 FORMAT(/10X,7f-14.7)

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INQUAK(T,NTP,N,H,IFLAG)
COM M0 N 10 YN I RMAS S( lZ) , DAM P ( 1Z , 1 2) , CK ( 6) ,C FORCE(l 2 ) , EQF

C OR(lZ),
1 RKFOR 02 ) ,0 L0 FOR ( 1Z ) , RI NFOR ( 12) , ACC ( 12) , 0 IS P ( 1Z) , VEL ( 1
C 2),
20LOVF=U12) ,OLOACC( 12),SHEAR( 12) ,OLOSHR( 12) ,Rf:U 12) ,OLO
C AMP(12),
3SHEARK(S) ,GLOK( 12, 12) ,NCR(S),OLOCK(6) ,f\JLDIPD(S) ,fJLDREL
C (lZ),RK(8)
4,TK(6) ,OLDISPOZ)

C
C THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN THE GROUND ACCELERATION HISTO
C RY AND
C KEEPS TRACK OF THE CURRENT VALUE OF TH~ G~OUNO ACCELER
CATION.
C

DIMENSION GRACC(10),TIME(10)
IF (IFLAG.EQ.1) GO TO 44
IFLAG=1
DO 100 I=l,NTP
READ(S,101) T1ME(I),GRACC(I)

101 FORMAT(ZF10.0)
100 CONTINUE

DO 55 I=l,N,Z
EQFOR(I)=-RMASS(I)*GRACC(1)*38.64
EQFOR ( 1+1 )=0.

55 CONTI NUE
GO TO ZOO

C
C NOW FIND THE CURRENT VALUE OF TH= GROUND ACCELERATION
C X.
C

44 CONT I NUE
IF (T.GT.TIME(NTP» GO TO ZOO
I= 1

102 I=I+l
IF (I .GT. NTP) GO TO 150
IF (T.GT.TIME(I) GO TO 102
p: (T.lT.TIME(I-l) GO TO 102
J=I-l
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C
C J IDENTIFIES WHICH OF THE STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENTS CONTA
C INS TH~

C CURRENT GROUND ACCELERATION.
C

SLOPE=(G~ACC(J+1)-G~ACC(J»/(TIME(J+1)-TIME(J»

X=GRACC(J)+(T-TI~E(J»*SLOPE

DO 98 I=l,N,Z
EQFORCI)=-RMASSCI»*X*386.4
EQFOR(I+l)=O.

98 CONTINUE
GO TO ZOO

150 WRITI=(6,15U
151 FORMAT(20X,'TH~ GROUND ACCELERAT!ON COR~ESPONOING TJ T

C IME T HAS
1NOT BEEN FOUND'/)

200 CONTINUE
RETURN
FNO
SUBROUTINE JAC08Y(N,K)
COMMON IOYN/RMASS(lZ),OAMP(IZ,IZ),CK(6),C~O~CE(12),~QF

C OR{lZ),
1RKFOR ( 12 ) , OLD FOR ( 1Z) , RIN FOR ( 12) ,A CC( 12» ,0 I SP ( 12) ,V EL(I
C 2),
ZOLOVEL(12),OLOACC{12),SHEAR(IZ),OLDSHR{lZ),REL(lZ),OL0
C AMP(12),
3SHEARK(5) ,GLOK(12,12),I\lCR(5),OlDCK(6),NLOIPD( 5),OLDQEL
C <l2),RI«8)
4,TK(6),OLDISP(lZ)

COMMON IEIG/OMEGA(12) ,A(12,12),ATR{1Z,12),0(lZ)
DIM ENS I ON EM( 12 ) , STB ( 12, 12), T ( 12 , 12 ) , T T ( 12 , 12 ) , B( 12 , 12

C ) ,
15T(12,12) ,AlC 12,12)

DIMENSION (12,12)
(

C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUE
C S
C FROM A GIVEN STIFFNESS MATRIX AND MASS VECTOR. N IS TH
C E
C NUMPER OF STRUCTURAL DEGREES OF ~REEOOM IN THE SYSTEM,
C EM IS THE MASS VECTOR AND ST IS THE STRUCTURAL STIFFNE
C SS MATRIX.
C ONLY THE STRUCTURAL PORTION OF THE GL08AL STI~FNESS MA
C TRIX
C IS DIAGONAL IrED SO THE FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHADES ARE
C ~OR

C A ~IXED BASE STRUCTURE.
C

DO 75 1=1,N
DO 75 J=1,N
ST(!,J)=GLOK( I,J)

75 CONT I NUE
DO 76 I=l,N
EM( I )=RMASS (I)
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76 CONTINUF
CALL P~INT5(ST,N)

CALL UNIT(AI,N)
C
C STB=(l/SQRT(EM»*(ST)~(I/SQRT(E~». THE STIFFNFSS ~ATR

C IX
C ST IS TRANSFORMED INTO A FORM IN WHICH THE JACOBI ~E~H

C 00
C CAN BE APPLIED.
C

00 10 1=1, N
10 f:M(I)=SQRT(EM(I»

00 12 I=I,N
00 12 J=l,N

12 STB{1,J)=ST{1,J)/(J.=M(J)*EM(1»
DO 20 KK=l,K
DO 15 1=I,N
00 15 J=I,N
IF (l-J) 14,15,14

C
C T IS A UNIT MATRIX EXCEPT FOR T(1,I),T(J,J),T{I,J),
C AND T(J,I). BY PRE AND POST MULTIPLYING STB BY T THE
C ELEM~NT STB<I,J) IS SET=O. THIS ACTUALLY A SERIES rJ1=
C ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATIONS TO DIAGONALIZE STB.A~TER ST
C B
C IS DIAGONALIZED IT WILL CONTAIN THE EIGENVALUES ON ITS
C M~IN DIAGONAL.
C

14 IF (ABS(STB(I,J».LT.1.0E-I0) GO TO 15
CALL UNIT(T,N)
DIFF=STB( I, I)-STB(J,J)
IF (ABS(DIFF)-.00005DO) 30,30,32

30 TH=. 7 8539BE 0
GO TO 33

32 THC=2.0EO*STB(I,J)/DIFF
TH=.5EO*ATAN(THC)

33 T(I,I)=COS(TH)
T(J,J)=T(I,Il
T( I,J )=-SIN(TH)
T(J,I )=-T(1 ,J)

C
C CALCULATE THE TRANSPOSE OF T (TT).
C

CALL TRA(T,TT,N)
C
C TT*STB*T=STB
C

c
c
C
C,.
v

CALL PRMULT(STB,TH,I,J,N)
CALL POMULT(STB,TH,I,J,N)

Al*T=A1. Al STORES THE RFSULTS Q1=

T1*T2*T3 •••• TK.(THERf ARE K ITERATIONS).A1=SQRT(EM)*A
WHERF AIS THE MODAL MAT~IX.Tl IS T FOR ~HE FIRST ITERA

TION
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C T2 IS T ~OP THE SECOND IT~RATION UP TO TK FOP TH~ KTH
CITERAT I ON.
C

CALL POMULT(Al,TH,I,J,N)
15 C0 NT I NU::

C
C THE MODAL MATRIX A=(I/SQRT(~M»*Al.TH:: FIRST QOW OF A
C IS NORMALIZED TO 1
C

DO 18 J=I,N
DO 18 !=I,N

18 AU,J)=AUI,J)/':M(l)
20 CONTINUE

DO 50 I=I,N
OMEGA (I) =SQRT( STB( I, I»

50 C'JNTINUE
C
C SORT FP::QUENCIES AND EIGENVECTORS STAPTING FROM MODE 1
C (LOWEST)
C AND GOING UP TO MODE N.
C

NN=N-l
DO 80 I=l,NN
L=I+l
DO 9 K=L,N
IF (OMEG~(K).GT.O"'EGA(I» GO TC) 9
WX=OMEGA(I)
OMEGA(I)=OMEGA(K)
O~EGA(K)=WX

DO 300 II=I,N
AX= A( II, 1)

A(!I,I)=A(II,K)
A(II,K)=AX

3 00 C0 NT I NU E
9 CONTI NUF

80 CONTI NUE
C
C PRINT OUT THE NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND ~IG=NVECTnqS.

c
DO 11 1= 1, N

11 WRITE(6,122) I,OMEGA(I)
1 2 2 FOR MAT ( 11 OX , ' FREQUE NC Y' , I 5, ' = , , FlO. 2 )

CALL PRINT5(A,N)
CALL TRA(A,ATR,N)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MULT(A,B,C,N)
DIMENSION A(12,12) ,B(12,12) ,C02,12)
DO 10 I =1, N
DO 10 J=I, N
C ( I , J ) =O. OE 0
DO 10 L=I,N

10 C(l,J)=C(I,J)+A(I,U'::B(L,J)
RETUP N
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END
SUPRQUTINE UNIT(A,N)
DI~ENSIO~ A(12,12)
on 10 I=I,N
DO 8 J=I,N

8 A(I,J)=O.OEO
10 A(l,!)=1.0EO

R ETUD N
END
SUBROUTINE TRA(A,B,N)
DIMENS IClr-.J A( 12, 12) ,'3( 12,12)
DO 10 I=l,N
DO 10 J=l,N

10 R( I,J )=AeJ, n
RETURN
END
SUBPOUTlr-.JE PO~ULT(STB,TH,I,J,N)

aI~~NSIO~ STB(12,12),(12,2)
DO 1 II=l,N
C( II,! )=STB( II, n*COS(TH)+STB( II,Jl*SII\I(TH)
C ( I I , 2 1 =S TB( I I , J ) * COS (TH )- STB( I I, I )*5 11\1 ( T H)

1 CONTINUE
f'fJ 2 II=l,N
STS (I I, I) =C (I 1,1)
STB(II,J)=C( 11,2)

2 CnNTINUE
P,=-TUPN
END
SUBROUTI~E PR~ULT(STB,TH,I,J,N)

DI~EN$ION STB<l2,l2) ,C(2,12'
DO 1 J J =1, N
C(l,JJ)=STB( I,JJ)*COS(TH)+STB(J,JJ)*SII\I(TH)
C(2,JJ)=$TB(J,JJ)*COS(TH)-STB(I,JJ)*SIN(TH'

1 (OI\lT I NUE
DO 2 JJ=l,N
STB( I,JJ'=C(1,JJ,
STB(J,JJ}=C(2,JJ)

Z (ONT! NUE
R ETUP N
END
SU8~nUTINE PPINTS(A,N)
DIMENSION A(12,lZ)
WRITE(6,20)
DO 10 I=l,N

10 WRIT!:(6,l2) (A(I,J),J=l,N)
12 FOR~~T(10X,10E10.3)

20 FORMAT(!!,
RETUPN
END
SUBROUTINe CYCLE(N,LFLAG,DINC)

C
C THIS SUBROUTI~E KEEPS :RACK OF WHICH CY(LE OF Ln~DINr,

C EACH (RACK IN THF VESSEL IS ON. THE LOAD CYCLE r-.JU~B~R

r FOP ALL
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C THE CPACKS IN THE ITH BEAM SEGMJ=NT IS STOREO IN NCYClE
C ( I ) •
C O-T T=O, NeYCL E( I )=1. THE FIRST CYCL~ CPACK STIFFl\It=.SS I
C S
C LINEAR WITH NO HYSTERESIS LOOP.
C

1

C
C
C
C
C

2

10
C
C
C
C
C
C

COMMON /')YN/RMASS<l2) ,OAMP<l2,lZl ,CK(6) ,CFORCEOZ),EQF
C OQ. ( 12 l ,
1PKFOP (12) ,OLDFOR(lZ),RINFOR(lZ) ,ACC( 12),DISP( 12),VEL( 1
C 2) ,
20 L DV FL( 12 ) , 0 LOA CC( 12 ) , SHE AP ( 1 2) ,0 LOS HR( 12) ,R EL( 1 2) ,0 L0
C AMP(2),
3 SHE ARK ( S) ,G LO K( 12, 12) , NC R ( S l ,0 L DC K( 6 l , NLD I PO ( 5 1 ,0 LDR EL
C <l2),RK(S)
4,TK(6) ,OLDI SP<l2)

COMMON /B/RLQAD(6),OELTA(6),IPO(S),NCYCLE(5),RLOADN(5,
C 6) ,
IDFLTAN(5,6)

DIMENSION PEAK(S)
IF (LFLAG.GT.O) GO TO 2
LFLAG=l
DO 1 I= 1, N
PEAK(I)=O.
NCYC L E ( I ) =1
GO TO 45

THE PEAK SHEAR STRESS FOR THE CURRENT LOAD CYCLE IS ST
OR~D

IN PfAK(I) FOR THE PH BEAM SEGMENT.

DO 10 !=l,N
IF (ABS(SHEAR(!».LE.ABS(PEAK(I») GO TO 10
PEAK( I )=SHEAo (I)
CONT I NU~

FOR THE FIR ST C YC LE, I F ABS ( PEA K( I » I S GT QLOA D( 1) AN
o

UNLOAOING IS OCCURING THEN THE SECOND CYCLE HYSTERESIS
LOOP IS SWITCHED TO.

DO 3 I=l,N
IF (ABS(SHEAR(I».GE.ABS(OLDSHR(I») GO TO 3
IF (NCY CL E( 1) • GT .1) GO TO 4
IF (ABS(PEAK(U).LT.C1LOM)(l) GO TO 3
IF (PEAK(I).LT.O.) GO TO S
IPD(!)=3
CK(!)=RK(3l
PEAK(I)=O.
NC YC LE ( I ) =NC YCLE( I ) +1
GO TO 3

C
C AFTEC1 THE FIRST CYCLE THE DEFINITION o~ AN ADD!TIONAL
C LOAD CYCLE CHANGES. IF ABS(PEAK(I» GT .1KSI O-ND ABS(
C SHEAR(I» LT .OS KSI THEN NCYCLE(J) IS INCREASED BY 1.
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C THr:: HYSTEQESIS LOOP '-no THE=" ITH fjc<\Iv1 S=GM:::NT, ~S D:::FI~

C c:D BY
C n~LT~N(!,1. •••• 6) ~ND QLOAON<I,1. ••• 6) ~Pc: CHANSEO
C ACCORnINGLY.
C

8 IDO(I )=7
CK(l)=RK(7)
PEAK(I)=O.
NCYCLf::( n=NCYCLE( 1)+1
GO Tf"' 3

4 IF (IPl"l(!).EQ.3) GO TO 5
IF (I PO ( I ) • EO • 7) GO TO 6
GO TO 3

5 JI:: CABS(DEAK(J).LT..l) GO TO 3
11= (SHt::AR(I).GT •• 05) GO TO 3
GO TO 7

6 I F (to BS ( PEA K( I ) ) • LT •• 1) GO TO 3
11= (SHEAR(J).LT.(-.05» GO TO 3

7 NCYCLE(I)=NCYCL~(I)+1

PEAK( 1)=0.
OELTAN(I,l)=OELTAN(I,l)+01NC
DEL T1\ N( I ,2) =0 ELTAN ( I , 2 ) +DIN C
DELTAN(I,4)=-0~LTAN(I,I)

oELTAN ( I , 5 ) =- D:=' LTAN ( I ,2)
DElTAN(I,3)=(RLOAD(2)-RLOAD(4)+PK(4'*OELTAN(!,4)-RK(3)

C *DELTAN(
11,2» I(RK(4)-RK(3»

RLOAOf\J(I,3)=RK(4)*(OELTAN( I,3)-OELTAN(1 ,4) )+PLIJAD(4)
DELTAN(I,6)=-DELTAN(1,3)
RLOADN(I,6)=-RLOADN(I,3'

3 COI'-HINUE
45 RETURN

END
SUBROUTINE INHYST(H,T,~H,N,JFlAG,PRINT,KQFF,NFLAG)

C
C If\JHYST KEEPS TRACK OF WHERE THE SHEAR STRESS IN ~~CH B
C EAM
C SEGMENT IS IN THE CYCLE DEPENDENT HYSTt::Rc:SIS LOOPS.
C THE CRACK STIFFNESS FOR THE ITH BEAM SEGMENT IS CK(!).
C

DIMENSION TI(lO),VPRINT(lO'
COMMON IQYN/RMASS(IZ) ,DAMP(12,lZ) ,CK(6) ,C'-ORCE(lZ),c:QF

C OR(12),
lRKFOR(12),OLOFOR(12),RINFOR(12),ACC(12),01SD(1Z),VEL(1
C 2) ,
2 OlDV EL ( 12 ) , OL OA CC( 12) , S HE AR ( 12) ,0 L0 SI-1R ( 12) , en:: L( 12) ,0 L0
C AMP(12),
3 SHEA RK( 5) ,G LO K( 12, 12) , NC R ( 5 ) ,0 LDC K( 6) , J\J LD I PO ( 5 ) ,0 LDq EL
C <l2),RK(S)
4,TK(6) ,OL01SD(121

COMMON IB/RLOAD( 6) ,O'-L TA( 61 ,IDf)( 5) ,NCYCLE( 51, RLOADN( 5,
C 6),
IIJF.L TAN( 5, 6)

IF (JFL~G.GT.OI GO TO 202
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JFLAG=l
PRTIM=O.
OLOTI "'1=0.
REM)(S,l3) t\JTI

13 FORMAT(15)
PRTClL=H/10.
REAO(S,101) (T!(I),I=l,NTI)
REAO( 5,101) (VPRINT( I), l=l,NTI I
PRINT=VPRINT( 1)
JJ=l

101 FORMAT(10F8.0)
C
C THE INITIAL STI~FNESS IS ASSUM=D TO RF RK(l)
C

DO 46 I=l,N
CK(I)=RK(1)
IPD( 1)=1
NC YC LE( I ) =1

46 CONTINUE
GO T('I 500

c
C IPD ID~NTIFIES WHICH LINEAR SEGM=NT OF THe HYST~R=SIS

C LOOP YIJU
C ARE 'IN.
C

202 CONT INUE
DO 131 L=1,1\J
OLDCK(L)=CK(Ll
NLDIPD(LI=IPD(L)

131 CONTlf'.IUE
DO 299 I=1,N
IF (IPD(I).EQ.8) GO TO 212
I~ (IPD(!).GE.3) GO TO 205
IF (IPD(I).GT.1) GO TO 204

C
C IPO HAS BEEN T~STED TO SEE IF IT IS EQUAL T~ 1.THE
C SH~AR STRESS IS THEI\J CHECKED TO SE= IF IT 15 I\JEGATIVE.
C IF S('I,
C THE STIFFNESS CK IS SET EQUAL TO RK(5),THE INITIAL
C NEGATIVE STIFFNESS.
C

IF (SHEAq(I).GE.O.) GO TO 299
IPD( n=5
CK(I)=RK(5)
GO TO 299

C
C CHECK TO SEE IF A CHANGE OF STIFFN~SS HAS OCCUPEO OURl
C NG THE
C LAST TIME STEP.IN TYIS CASE THE STIF~NES5 CK HAS CHANG
C ED
C ~ROM RK(l) TO RK(2).
C
C
C THE STATEMENTS BELOW PERTAIN TO CPACKS ON TH~ RK(2) Sf
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C CTTnN flF
C TH~ LOOP. A CYECK IS MADE Tn SE~ WH~TH~R UNLnADING Has
C STARTcD
C nUQING THF LAST TIMF STEP. IF sn, TY~ STIFFNESS Bc:CO~~

C S PK(3).

c

TH~ FOLLOWING STATEMENTS DEAL WITH CRACKS ON TH~ PK=PK
( 3 )

SCCTION OF THE HYSTERESIS LOOP. A CH~CK IS ~AD~ TO S~E

I F TH~

PK(4) BRANCH HAS BEEN REACHED.

204 IF (~HEAq(I).GE.OLDSHR(I» GO TC 299
IPD(I}=3
CK(I)=PK(3)
GO TO 299
IF (IDD(!).GT.3) GO TQ 207205,..

C
r:
(

c
c
c

NOW CHECK TO SEE HOW MUCH FLAG3 HAS REEN EXCEEDED BY.
THE

ACCEPTABLE ::RROR IS 5 PER CHIT. IF THE ':RRO~ IS GRE~TE

R THAr--J
THIS GO BACK TO THE LAST TIME STEP A~D USE A SMALLER H

IF (SH~AR(I).LT.OLCSHR(I)) GO TO 29
IF (SHEAR(!).LT.RLOAD(l» GO TO 68
IPD(I)=2
CK(!)=RK{2)
GO TO 299
I PD ( I ) =4
CK(I)=RK(4)
GO T'l 299
FLAG 3 =R Lr:J tDN( I ,3) + (R EL( I) -0 EL TAN ( 1,3) H<RK ( 4 )
IF (SHEAQ(I).GT.(FLAG3+.05*RLOAD(1))) GO TO 299

68

29

C
(

C,..
v

C
C
C
C

ERRnR=SH~AR(I)-FLAG3

IF (ABS(C::RROR).L=.ABS(.OS*RLC'AD(l))) GO Tn 300
IF (OLDSHR(I).GLFLAG3) GO TIJ 90
OLDCi< (1)=RK(4)
NLDIPD(I)=4
KQFF=1
GO TO 60

90 H=«FLAG3-0LOSHO(I»)!(SHEAP(I)-OLOSHP(I)))*H
GO TO 59

'300 CONT I NU E
301 IPO(I)=4

CK(t)=RK(4)
GO TO 299

(

C THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS CHECK TO SEE IC THE CRACK STI
C FFNESS
C EQUALS 01«4). IF SO ,A (HECK IS MADE TO SEE IF P,::LOAOI
C NG IS
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C OCCUPING. IF IT IS AND SHEAR{I) IS GREATr::R THAN RLOAD(
C 1) THEf\! THE
C STIFFNFSS IS CHANGED TO RK(2). 11= NO RI=LOADING HAS OCC
C URED
C A CHECK IS MADE TO SEE IF A CHANGE TO RK(6) SHOULD 61=
C MADE.
C

207 IF (IPD( 1) .GT .4) GO TO 209
IF (SH~AQ(I).LE.OLDSHR(I» GO TO 208
IF (SH~AR(I).LT.RLOAD(1» GO TO 299
IPDn )=2
CK ( I ) =R K( 2 )
GO TO 299

208 IF (RLOAD(4).LT.SHEAR(I» GO TO 299
IPD(I)=6
CK{It=RK(6)
GO TO 299

C
C THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS APPLY TO CK=RK(5). A CHANGE 0
C F

C STIFI=NESS IS CHECKED FOR.
C

209 IF (IPD(J).GT.5) GO TO 210
IF (SHEAR(I).LT.O.) GO TO 299
IPD(I)=1
CK( I ) = RK ( 1 )
GO TO 299

c
C THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS APPLY TO CK=RK(6). RELOADING
C IS CHECKED
C FOR.
C

210 IF (IPD(I).GT.6) GO TO 211
IF (5HEllR(J).LE.OLDSHR(I» GO TO 299
IPD(I)=7
CK(I)=R~(7)

GO TO 299
C
C THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS APPLY TO CK=RK(7). A CHANGE 0
C F STIFFNESS
C IS CHECKED FOR.
C

211 IF (SHEAQ(I).GT.OLDSHR(I» GO T'J 39
IF (SHEAR{I).GT.RLOAD(4» GO TO 78
IPD(I)=6
CK(I)=RK(6)
GO TO 299

78IPD(I)=8
CK( 1) =RK(8)
GO TO 299

39 FlAG6=RLOADt\l( I,6)+(QEU I)-DELTAN( 1,6) )*RK(8)
11= (SHEAO(I).lT.(FlAG6-.05*RLOAD(1») GO TO 2q9

C
C CHECK TO SEE HOW MUCH FLAG6 HAS 6EEN EXCEED~D BY. THE
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C ACCFPHd3LE EQROR IS 5 pcp CENT. IF THIS IS ~XCEEDED TH
C EN GO BACK T
C LAST TIME ST~P AND USF A SMALLER H.
C

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS APPLY TO !PD=1,CK=oK(3).CHANG
E OF

STIFFNESS AND UNLOADING ARE CHECKED cOR.

ERROP=SHEAP(I)-FLAG6
IF (tBS(ERROR).LE.ABS(.05*PLOAD(1») GO TO 400
IF (CLDSHR(1).LT.FLAG6) GO TO 91
GLOCK (I )=PK (13)

NlDIPD{I)=8
KRE1== 1
GO TO 60
H=( (FLAG6-0LDSHP( 1) )/(SHEAP(l )-OLDSHR{ I I I 1':<H
GO TO 59
C ONT! NUF
I PD ( I ) =8
CK(I)=RK(S)
GO TO 299

IF (SHEAR(J).GE.OLDSI-lR(J» GO TO 213
IF (SHEAR(II.GT.RLOAr,(4» GO TO 299
IPD(I)=6
CK<I)=RK(6)
GO TO 299

213 IF (SHC::AR(I).LT.RLOAD(l) GO TO 299
TPD<I) =2
CK(I)=RK(2)

299 CONTINUE
H=OH
KREc=O
DO 99 I=l,N
IF (NLDIPD(I).EQ.IPD(I» GO TO 99
KREF= 1

99 CONT I NUF
IF (T.lT.IO.) GO T'J 94
IF (T. GT • 10.8) GO TO 94
WPITF(6,93) T,SHEAP(5),REL(5),NLDIPD(5)

93 FORMAT(/10X,3E14.7,I5)
94 CONTINUE

IF «T+PRTOL-PRTIM).LT.O.) GO TO 450
IF (ABS(T-PRTIM).LE.PPTOl) GO TO 17
H=PRT I M-OL DT I lJI

59 CONTI NUc::
K P EF= 0

60 NFLAG=l
T=OLD TI M
DC 89 K=l,N
IPO(K)=NLDIPD(K)
SHEAP(K)=OLDSHR(K)
REl(K)=OLDREL(K)
CK(K)=OlDCK(K)

91

400
401

C
C
C
C
C

212
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89 e8NTINUE
DO 189 K=1,12
OISP(K)=OLOISP(K)
VEL(K)=OLOVEL(K)
Ace (K l =OLDACC (K)
PKFOP(K)=OLDFO~(K)

RINFOP(K)=RMASS(K)*ACC(K)
CFORCE(K)=OLDAMP(K)

189 CONTI NUE
GO TO 461

C
C PRINT OUT OYNAMIC RESULTS AT TIME=T.
C

17 CONTI NUE
WR I n:: ( 6,12) (NC YC L E( I ) , I = ~ , N)

12 FORMAT(/10X,515)
WRITJ=:(6,22) T

22 FORMATU10X,'FOR TIME = ',F8.2,8X,'DISPLACEMENT',8X,
l'SHEAR STRESS',9X, 'CRACK. DISP',10X,'STIFFNJ:.:SS'1)

DO 73 I=l,N
WRITE (6, 76) DISP( 2*1-1), SHEAo(I) ,REL< I) ,OLOCK( 1)

76 FORMAT(36X,E14.7,6X,E14.7,6X,E14.7,6X,E14.7l
73 CONTI NUE

IF (T.LT.Tl(JJ)) GO TO 5
JJ=JJ+1
PRINT=VPRINT(JJ)

5 PRTIM=PRTIM+PRINT
450 GLOTI M=T
461 T=T+H
500 RETURN

END
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TABLE 2.1

INCREMENTAL LOADS FOR THE SAP IV MODEL

Step Load* Bars with E2 Modulus

1 20 cos</> None

2 1 cos</> 1, 10, 19

3 2 cos</> 1, 2, 10, ll, 19, 20

4 4 cos</> 1-3, 10-12, 19-21

5 6 cos</> 1-4, 10-13, 19-22

6 9 cos</> 1-5, 10-14, 19-23

7 23 cos</> 1-6, 10-15, 19-24

8 77 cos</> 1-7, 10-16, 19-25

9 138 cos</> 1-8, 10-17 , 19-26

Total 280 cos</>

* These loads are shear stress distributions which are
converted to equivalent nodal loads using equations (2.4).
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TABLE 3.1

BEAM ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX

12 6 12 6

L3 - L2 - L3 - L2

6 ±(l + ;\) 6 ~(l - 2;\)- L2 L L2 L
EI[KE] = + 4;\1

12 6 12 6
- L3 L2 L3 L2

6 ~(l - 2;\) 6 ±(l + ;\)- L2 L L2 L
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TABLE 3.2

GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX

u
1

8
1

u
2

8
2

u
3

8
3

u
4

8
4

u
S

8
S

K
ll - K12

0 0 0

- K
21 Kll ' + K22

K
23

0 0

0 - K
32 K

ZZ
' + K

33 - K34
0

0 0 - K
43 K33 ' + K44

- K
45

0 0 0 - K
S4 K44 ' + KSS

1Z 6 12 6

EI. L. 3 - -2
EI.

-3 -2
L. L. L.

K.. 1 1 1
K..

, 1 1 1= 1+4,\ . =
1+4L11 11

1
6 i (1+,\.)

1
6 4

- -Z -Z L(l+;\· ). 1 . 1L. 1 L. 1
1 1

12 6- -3 - -2
EI. L. L.

K..
1 1 1

= 1+4;\.1J
1

6 Z T
-2 -(I-Z;\. ) M.. = K..L. 1 1J 1JL. 1

1
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TABLE 3.3

NATURAL FREQUENCIES (CYCLES/SEC)

Mode 10 DOF 5 DOF

1 6.0 7.5

2 15.3 18.4

3 24.0 31. 2

4 30.2 43.9

5 43.2 51. 0

6 43.5

7 50.6

8 68.2

9 94.5

10 109.2
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TABLE 4.1

Soil Type C2 (fps) K (k/in) Kep (k-in/rad)
u

Soft Soil 500 30,647 2.184 x 1010

Medium Soil 1,200 176,528 1. 258 x lOll

Hard Soil 2,000 490,356 3.494 x lOll
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TABLE 4.2

u
1
8

l
u

Z
8Z u38

3
u

4
8

4 uses U f 4>f

K11
K12 0 0 0 0

K21
K '+ KZ2 K23 0 0 0

11

0 K32 K22 ' + K33 K34 0 0

0 0 K
43 K33 ' + K44 K4S 0

0 0 0 KS4 K44 ' + KSS KSf

0 0 0 0 KfS KSS ' + Kff

K 0
12 6

U EIS
-~ -~

Kff = 5 5
KSf = 1 + 4>'5

6 ~(la K~
~

- 2>. )
hs 5

5



TABLE 5.1

(~I + C) -(~ + B) -(~I + C) (B - ~ - CL)2EI 2EI

-(~~I + B) (L
3
+_L_+~+A) (~~I + B) (J=~- + BL - _L_ - ~ - A)3EI GA K 6EI GA K

!K!Element = d~t
I s c S c

(~~I + B) (~~I + B)-(~I + C) (~I + C)
I I

i-'
N

(B - ~ - CL) (L
3

+ BL __L__ ~ _ A) (~~I + B) (L
3

+ _L_ + ~ + A)
It

2EI 6EI GA K 3EI GA K
s c s c

A = (l.- lJ L
2

L N
Ie - Y) T I

i=l
e\~ It B = Uc - i)

LL
u

E

N

I
i=1

e\~ 1) C (l.- _1:.) NLu
I I-e E

det= L
4
+~(~+~)+AL+C(~+_L_+~+A)_BL2 _B 2

12E 212 EI GAs Kc EI 3EI GAs Kc EI
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TABLE 5.2

Run Displacement Shear Stress Crack Slip Cycles
(inches) (psi) (inches)

1 1.330 288

2 1.543 272 .0136 18

3 2.565 126 .0125 7

4 1.200 280 .0143 25

TABLE 5.3

Run Concrete Stress Steel Stress Change in
(ksi) (ksi) Crack Width

(inches)

1

2 .599 25.10 .0022

3 .237 9.93 .0009

4 .696 29.17 .0025
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TABLE 5.4

Beam I (in4) I (in4) A (in
2
)c s

1 4.483 1010
1. 074 1010

97,270

2 6.202 1010 1.179 10 10 142,000

3 6.202 1010 1.179 1010 142,000

4 6.202 1010 1.179 1010 142,000

5 6.202 1010 1.179 1010 142,000

TABLE 5.5

Run Soil Type Crack Spacing

1 Medium -------

2 Medium 5' - 6"

3 Soft 5' - 6"

4 Hard 5' - 6"
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TABLE S.6

OOF ul ' 8
1 u2-uS' 8

2
-8

5 uf • ep f

Mass 28.82 22.97 61. 74

(k-sec2
lin)

Mass Moment 8.17 8.29 12.74

(k-sec2-in x 106)

DOF = Degree of Freedom

TABLE 5.7

Mode 1

240.38

5.78

2

1070.33

4.27

3

443.02

- 2.25
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Figure 1.1 - Typical Nuclear Containment Vessel
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Figure 3.1 - The Structural Degrees of Freedom
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69.75' = Rc

67.5'

t s

R
s

T= 34.375'

T
592.51f

= 360"

15.0' = 180"

/

a. Actual Containment Vessel b. Lumped Mass
Model

Mass Moment of Inertia Mass Moment Shear Area

Node (k-sec2
lin) (in4) (k-sec2-in) (in2)

1 28.822 6.7064 x 1010 8.174 x 106 97,270

2 22.967 9.9476 x 1010 8.293 x 106 142,000

3 22.967 9.9476 x 1010 8.293 x 106 142,000

4 22.967 9.9476 x 1010 8.293 x 106 142,000

5 22.967 9.9476 x 1010 8.293 x 106 142,000

Figure 3.2
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Figure 5.7 - Cracked Beam Element
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